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Preface 
In the theory of Abehan groups, the concepts of pure, neat, high 
and basic subgroups etc. are well known. A lot of work has been done 
on closed groups, quasi-isomorphic groups, isotype subgroups, p('^ +")-
projective, totally projective groups and uniformly quasi-isomorphic 
families of groups etc. Some of these results have been generalized for 
modules over Dedekind rings and hnp- rings by Marubayashi. Singh 
[39,40,41,42, etc], Khan [25,...37,etc] and Mehdi [17,...24,etc ), Ab-
basi and Sirohi,etc. generalized these concepts for TAG and QTAG-
modules over the associative ring with unity. However many funda-
mental results related on small homomorphisms large subgroups etc. 
remained untouched. Therefore a need was felt to study and gener-
alize these concepts for modules. Here we generalize these concepts 
for QTAG- modules over an associative ring with unity. This study 
is significant because the results do not depend on the structure of 
the rings, rather they depend on modules with some properties. The 
present thesis comprises four chapters having various sections. The 
first section of each chapter provides an introduction to its contents. 
The numbers like 2.3.4 indicates result 4 of section 3 of chapter 2. The 
numbers in bracket refer to the references listed in the bibliography. 
Many results of this thesis have been accepted for the publication. 
In Chapter I some basic definitions and results which are required 
to prove the results in the subsequent chapters have been stated. It 
serves the purpose to acquaint the reader with the terminology and 
basic facts often used and also to make thesis as much self contained 
as possible. 
In Chapter II we study that small homomorphisms are precisely 
those homomorphisms whose kernel contains a large submodule. A 
large submodule L is the fully invariant submodule of a QTAG- mod-
ule M which generates M together with any basic submodule B of M. 
We define Ulm-sequence for the elements of M to study the structure 
of large submodules and essentially isomorphic submodules and HT-
modules. Some characteristic properties of large submodules are also 
studied and it is found that not many properties are shared by L and 
M. The conditions are obtained when these properties may be shared. 
A basic submodule B is h- pure in the containing module but may not 
be an isotype and totally projective. 
In Chapter III we define generalized basic submodules as a-
basic submodules for limit ordinals a which are totally projective. 
Totally projective modules are defined [32] in different ways and their 
equivalence is established. We study a- modules and their a- basic 
submodules to define a- large submodules. We establish that a- large 
submodules are determined by an increasing sequence of ordinals less 
than a. These a- large submodules are also studied in the light of 
totally projective modules. Since totally projective modules are also 
defined with the help of nice systems, emphasizing their importance 
section four is devoted to nice submodules and nice bases. Mehdi[33] 
studied (a; + /c)- projective QTAG- modules by using their submodules 
contained in H^{M). These modules M contain nice submodules N 
such that MjN is a direct sum of uniserial modules. 
In Chapter IV we investigate the class A of the QTAG- modules 
containing nice submodules N C H^[M). We also study the subfamily 
f^c C ^ in which the submodules TV are without elements of infinite 
height. We prove that a direct summand of any module in Ak is 
also in Ak and any two modules in Ak are isomorphic if and only if 
there is a height preserving isomorphism between their submodules in 
H^{M). We also study ui- elongation of a totally projective module 
by a {u + k)~ projective module and separate strong OJ- elongations. 
In the last section we show that any bounded strong w- elongation of 
a summable module by a (cj + k)- projective module is a summable 
module. 
In the end a comprehensive bibliography with the author's name 
in alphabetical order is given enlisting books and papers which have 
been referred to in this thesis. 
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CHAPTER-I 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. Introduction 
In this chapter we have collected some basic definitions and results 
relevant to the study of QTAG- modules. In the theory of Abelian 
groups the concept of neat, pure, basic, high subgroups, divisible and 
closed groups etc. are very significant. Some of these concepts were 
generalized for modules by R.B. Warfield [44], H. Marubayashi and 
S. Singh [38,39,40,41,42,etc]. Later on K.BenabduUah, M.Z. Khan 
[17,18,19,20,21 etc.] and A. Mehdi [25,26,27,...,37,etc] generalized var-
ious results for 52- modules. S. Singh [39] called them TAG- modules 
and proved that the results which are true for TAG-modules are also 
true for QTAG- modules [39]. 
Throughout the thesis all the rings R considered are associative 
with unity, and the modules are torsion and unital right R- modules. 
In the second section we state some definitions and properties of 
QTAG- modules and their submodules, with the concepts and prop-
erties of h- neat, h- pure, basic and h- divisible modules etc. In sec-
tion three the definitions and properties of closed modules are stated. 
Some refer to them as torsion complete modules. It is found that 
closed modules are also dense with h- topology. The last section in-
troduces certain homomorphisms, the cardinality of the generating set 
g{M), final g{M), a- projective modules, totally projective modules, 
Ulm submodules and Ulm factors etc. 
Section-2 
1.2. Some Basic Concepts 
Definition 1.2.1. A module M is said to be uniform if the intersec-
tion of any two of its non zero submodules is non zero. 
Definition 1.2.2. Let MR be a module, then a; G M is said to be 
uniform if xR is a uniform module, 
Definition 1.2.3. Let M be a non zero module. Then a finite chain 
of submodules of M = MQ 3 Mi D • • • D M^ = 0 is called the com-
position series of length n for M, provided that Mi/Mi-^i is simple for 
every i. 
Definition 1.2.4. A module M is said to be uniserial if it has a 
unique composition series and the decomposition length is denoted by 
d{M). 
Definition 1.2.5. A unital, torsion module M is said to be the TAG-
module (or 52-module) if it satisfies the following: 
(i) Every finitely generated submodule of every homomorphic image 
of M is a direct sum of uniserial modules. 
(ii) Given any two uniserial submodules U and F of a homomorphic 
image of M, for any submodule W of [/, any non zero homomor-
phism f : W -^ V can be extended to a homomorphism g : U ^ 
V, provided the composition length d{U/W) < d{V/f{W)) [38]. 
Definition 1.2.6. A module satisfying only the first condition of De-
finition 1.2.5 is said to be the QTAG-module [39]. 
Remark 1.2.7. The definition of QTAG- modules imply that every 
element of M may be written as a finite sum of uniform elements. 
Without loss of generality we may consider uniform elements only. 
Remark 1.2.8. Singh [39] proved that the definition and results 
which are true for TAG- module hold good for QTAG- module too. 
Definition 1.2.9. A QTAG-module M is said to decomposable if it 
is a direct sum of uniserial modules [3]. 
Definition 1.2.10. Let a; be a uniform element of M, then d{xR) is 
defined to be the exponent of x and is denoted by e{x). 
Definition 1.2.11. A uniform element y G M is called predecessor 
of a uniform element x e M ii x e yR and d{yR/xR) = 1. 
Definition 1.2.12. Let a: be a uniform element of M. Then sup 
d{U/xR), where U runs through all the uniserial submodules of M 
containing x, is defined to be the height of x in M and is denoted by 
HM{X) or simply by H[x) [19]. 
Definition 1.2.13. For every fc > 0, Hk{M) denotes the submodule 
of M generated by the uniform elements of height at least k [19]. 
Definition 1.2.14. Let M be a QTAG- module. The submodule 
generated by the uniform elements of exponent at most k is denoted 
by H''{M) [19]. 
Definition 1.2.15. Let M be a module, then the sum of all simple 
submodules of M is called the socle of M and is denoted by Soc(M). 
A submodule of Soc(M) is called a subsocle of M. 
Definition 1.2.16. A module M is said to be bounded if there exists 
an integer n such that H{x) < n for every uniform element x £ M 
[40]. 
Proposition 1.2.17. Any bounded QTAG- module M is a direct 
sum of uniserial modules (Corollary 1, [40]). 
Proposition 1.2.18. If M is a QTAG- module and N isa. submodule 
of M then N can be embedded in a bounded summand of M if and 
only if the heights of the uniform elements of N in M are bounded 
(Theorem 3, [18]). 
Remark 1.2.19. The submodule of M generated by the uniform 
elements of infinite height is denoted by M^ Equivalently M^ = 
Definition 1.2.20. A submodule A^  C M is said to be high if it is a 
complement of M^ i.e. M ^ N ® M\ 
Definition 1.2.21. If iV is a submodule of a QTAG- module M then 
a submodule K of M is N- high if it is maximal with the property 
KnN = o. 
Definition 1.2.22. Let A' be a submodule of M, then N is said to 
be essential in M if A' Pi T 7^  0 for every non zero submodule T of M 
and M is said to be the essential extension of N. 
Proposition 1.2.23. If N is essential submodule of M, then Soc(A') = 
Soc(M). 
Definition 1.2.24. A submodule N c M is said to be h- neat in M 
i^ Hi{N) = N r\ Hi{M) [19]. 
Definition 1.2.25. A submodule A^  of M is said to be h- pure if 
Hk{N) = Nn Hk[M) for every fc = 0,1,2,...,00 [18]. 
Proposition 1.2.26. Every direct summand of a QTAG- module is 
h- pure [18]. 
Proposition 1.2.27. Every bounded pure submodule of a QTAG-
module is a summand (Theorem 1.3, [39]). 
Proposition 1.2.28. If M is a QTAG- module such that M/K = 
[N/K] © {T/K), where A^ , T and K are the submodules of M and K 
is h- pure in A^ , then T is also /i-pure in M. iCorohary 2, [19]]. 
Proposition 1.2.29. If A^  is a submodule of a QTAG- module M 
and HN{X) = HM{X) for every uniform element x e Soc(A^), then A^  
is h- pure in M (Lemma 1, [18]). 
Definition 1.2.30. A QTAG- module M is called h- pure complete 
if for every subsocle 5" of M there exists an /i-pure submodule N of 
M such that 5 = Soc(A )^ [17]. 
Definition 1.2.31. Let M be a QTAG- module. A subset {xji G /} 
of uniform elements of M is called h- pure independent if it is indepen-
dent in the sense that T,XiR is direct and T,XiR is an ^-pure submodule 
of M [22]. 
Definition 1.2.32. For a QTAG-module M and an ordinal a, Ha{M) 
is defined as Ha{M) = r\p<aHp{M), 
Remark 1.2.33. Since u> is the first infinite ordinal 
Definition 1.2.34. For an ordinal a, a submodule A^  of M is said to 
be a-pure if HpiM) n A = if^(Ar) for all /3 < a [39]. 
Definition 1.2.35. A submodule A" of M is said to be isotype in M 
if it is a- pure for every ordinal a [39]. 
Definiition 1.2.36. Let M be a QTAG- module and A' a submodule 
of M. An element a; G M is said to be proper with respect to A" if 
H{x + N)>y for every y e x + N. In other words if H{x) ~ cr, then 
X ^ H,+i{M) + N [33]. 
Definition 1.2.37. A submodule A^  of a QTAG- module M is nice 
if for every ordinal a, there exists an elements x^ G Ncr+i/Nu which is 
proper with respect to N(^ [33]. 
Definition 1.2.38. A family A^  of submodules of M is called a nice 
system in M if 
(i) 0 6 Af] 
(ii) If {Ni}ia is any subset of AA, then E/Nj G A/"; 
(iii) Given any N e Af and any countable subset X of M, there exists 
K e N containing A^  U X, such that K/N is countably gener-
ated[33]. 
Proposition 1.2.39. A submodule iV of a QTAG- module M is nice 
in M if and only if H^{M/N) = {Ha{M) + A )^/A^ for every ordinals a 
[33]. 
Definition 1.2.40. A QTAG- module M is called h- divisible if 
Hi{M) = M [20]. 
Proposition 1.2.41. A QTAG- module M is h- divisible if and only 
if every uniform element of Soc(M) is of infinite height [Lemma 2, 
[20]]. 
Theorem 1.2.42. A QTAG- module is h- divisible if and only if M is 
a direct sum of infinite length uniform submodules [Theorem 3, [20]]. 
Theorem 1.2.43. If M is a QTAG- module and A^  is h- divisible 
submodule of M, then A" is a direct summand of M [Theorem 4, [20]]. 
Definition 1.2.44. A QTAG- module M is said to be h- reduced if 
it is free from the elements of infinite height. Equivalently it may be 
said that M does not have a divisible submodule. 
Proposition 1.2.45. A QTAG- module is a S- module if its high 
submodules are the direct sum of uniserial modules. 
Proposition 1.2.46. A QTAG- module is a E- module if and only if 
Soc(M) = UA;<^ Mfc, Mfc C Mk+i and for every fc > 1, M^ n Hk{M) = 
Soc (if.(M)). [4] 
Proposition 1.2.47. Let A^  be a submodule of a QTAG- module M 
such that M/N is a direct sum of uniserial modules. The M is a direct 
sum of uniserial modules if and only if A'' = Uk<LjNk, Nk C A^ +^i and 
Nk n Hk{M) = 0. Equivalently if Soc(iV) = Uk<u;Sk, Sk C Sk+i and 
Sk n Hk{M) = 0 for every keZ+. 
Proposition 1.2.48. A QTAG- module M is a S- module if and 
only if Hk{M) is a E- module for A: > 0. 
Proposition 1.2.49. If M is a QTAG- module and A^" is a submodule 
such that A'' D Hk{M) then A^  is a S- module provided that M is a 
E- module [ Corollary 17,[21]]. 
Proposition 1.2.50. Let M be a /i- reduced QTAG- module. Then 
M is a E- module if and only if Hk{M) is a E- module for all k = 
0,1,2, . . . ,CXD[21]. 
Proposition 1.2.51. Every h- divisible module is injective. 
Basic submodules of a QTAG- module play a significant role in the 
study of QTAG- modules. 
Definition 1.2.52. Let M be a QTAG- module. A submodule B of 
M is called a basic submodule of M if the following conditions hold: 
(i) B is an h- pure submodule of M, 
(ii) B is a direct sum of uniserial modules, 
(iii) M/B is a direct sum of uniform modules of infinite length i.e 
M / 5 is/i-divisible [20]. 
Remark 1.2.53. Basic submodule 5 of M can be written as 
B = ®f~iBi, where each 5j is a direct sum of uniserial modules of 
length i [20]. 
Theorem 1.2.54. Every QTAG- module contains a basic submodule 
[Theorem 1, [20]]. 
Theorem 1.2.55. Let M be a QTAG- module and 5 be a submodule 
of M with B = ©^^Bn, where each Bn is a direct sum of uniserial 
modules of length n. Then 5 is a basic submodule of M if and only if 
M = BiQB2---eBn(B {Bl Hn{M)), where 5,* = B^+i © 5^+2 © • • • 
[Theorem 2, [20]]. 
Proposition 1.2.56. Let M be a QTAG- module and B be as in 
Theorem L2.59. Then 5 is a basic submodule of M if and only if 
Bi © B2 • • • © 5n is a direct summand of M and is maximal with 
respect to the property (5i © B2 • • • © 5„) n Hn{M) = 0. 
Theorem 1.2.57. Any two basic submodules of M are isomorphic 
[Theorem 5, [20]]. 
Theorem 1.2.58. Let B = ©giBj be a basic submodule of a QTAG-
module (5'2-module)M. Then M can be written as M = Sk®Mk where 
Mk = Bl + Hk{M), Bl = Bk+i © Bt+2 © • • • and 5^ is the maximal 
summand of M bounded by k. [Theorem 9, [18]]. 
Section-3 
1.3. Closed Modules and Topological Considerations Towards 
the definition of a closed module we need the following: 
Definition 1.3.1. Since every x e M can be uniquely written as a 
finite sum of uniform elements. We define h- exponent of an element 
X E M SiS follows: 
/i - exp(x) = max{e(ui),e(u2), • • • ,e(wn)} 
where x = ui^U2-\ M„ with ui uniform '25]. 
Definition 1.3.2. A sequence {xn} is said to be a Cauchy-sequence 
if Xk - Xk+i G Hk{M) for every k and h - exp(a;,j) of 2^ yj a r e bounded 
for every integer n [25]. 
Definition 1.3.3. An element x £ M is the limit of the Cauchy 
sequence {a:,,,} if a^  - Xk G Hk{M) for all A; = 0,1, • • • , oo [25]. 
Remark 1.3.4. The sum and difference of two Cauchy sequences is 
also a Cauchy sequence. 
Definition 1.3.5. A QTAG- module M without elements of infinite 
height is said to be closed if every Cauchy sequence in M has a limit 
in M [25], 
Remark 1.3.6. Intersection of two closed QTAG- modules is a closed 
QTAG-module [25]. 
Theorem 1.3.7. A QTAG- module M is closed if and only if M = 5 
where B = T,Bi, the complete direct sum of Bj's [25]. 
Corollary 1.3.8. Two closed QTAG- modules are isomorphic if and 
only if their basic submodules are isomorphic [25]. 
Theorem 1.3.9. Every direct summand of a closed QTAG- module 
is closed and direct sum of a finite number of closed QTAG- modules 
is closed [25]. 
Theorem 1.3.10. A QTAG- module without elements of infinite 
height is closed if and only if its socle is closed [25]. 
In h- topology the set of modules Hk[M), fc = 0,1,2, • • • , oo forms 
a base for the neighborhood system of zero. We call the submodules 
of M closed with respect to h- topology as complete modules. 
Definition 1.3.11. A submodule iV of M is said to be complete if 
N = ~N = r\f^o{N + Hk{M)), and W is called the completion of N 
with respect to the /i-topology [2]. 
Remiark 1.3.12. M^ is the completion of zero module. 
Definition 1.3.13. A submodule N oi M is said to be dense if 
'N = M. 
Section-4 
1.4. Ulm Submodules and Totally Projective QTAG-Modules 
Here we state some important definitions and results which are 
general in nature but significant for the next chapters. 
Definition 1.4.1. Let M be a QTAG- module. It defines a well 
ordered sequence of submodules M = M^ D M^ D M'^ D • • • D M^ = 
0 for some ordinal r. Here M^ = r\keu;Hk{M), M''+^ = (M^)^ and 
M'' = C]P«TMP if cr is a limit ordinal, ikf^  is said to be the <j-th Ulm 
submodule of M. 
Definition 1.4.2. The a-th Ulm factor of a QTAG- module M is the 
quotient W/M"^^ = M^. MQ, Mi, • • • , M^, • • • (u <T) is said to the 
Ulm sequence of M and r is the Ulm type of M. 
Definition 1.4.3. For any QTAG- module M, g{M) denotes the 
smahest cardinal number A such that M admits a generating set X of 
uniform elements of cardinahty A i.e. 7^(X) = A [39]. 
Definition 1.4.4. The final g{M) or fin^(M) of a QTAG- module 
M is defined as the infimum of g{Hk[M)) for fc = 0,1,2, • • • , 00 i.e. 
fin^lM) = Mg{Hk{M)). 
Definition 1.4.5. For a QTAG- module M, the cr-th Ulm invariant of 
M, / M ( ^ ) is the cardinal number g(Sa{H^iM))/Soc{Ha+iiM)))m. 
Definition 1.4.6. For a submodule A^  of a QTAG- module M, the 
cr-th Ulm invariant of N with respect to M is defined as 
U{N, M) = g(Soc{H,{M))/{{H,+i{M) + N)n Soc{H,{M))) [33]. 
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Definition 1.4.7. For the ordinals a and /5, 
(i) /5' G a means 0 < /5 < a, 
(ii) uj is the first infinite ordinal and uf =io — {0}, 
(iii) C denotes the cardinality of the set with the power of continuum. 
Now we state some definitions and facts related to ordinals. 
Definition 1.4.8. An ordinal /? is an initial ordinal if for all ordinals 
a < /3 implies \a\ < \I3\. [10] 
Definition 1.4.9. An ordinal a is confinal in an ordinal P if there is 
a one to one map f : a. -^ f5 such that for every 7 G /?, there exists 
o-ea wi th7< J [a) [10]. 
Definition 1.4.10. The confinality of an ordinal /? is the least ordinal 
a where a is confinal in (5 [10]. 
Definition 1.4.11. An ordinal a is cofinal with a if and only if there 
exists a one to one order preserving map f : a -^ a such that for every 
13 in a, there exists pea and (5 < f{a) [1]. 
Remark 1.4.12. The cofinahty of any limit ordinal is uj [1]. 
Definition 1.4.13. The cofinality of an ordinal a is the smallest 
ordinal /3 which is the order type of a [1] 
Remark 1.4.14. An ordinal which is equal to its cofinality, is always 
an initial ordinal [1]. 
Definition 1.4.15. Let M and M' be two QTAG- modules and N a 
submodule of M. A homomorphism f : N -^ M' is height preserving 
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homomorphism if HM'{f{x)) > HM{X) for all x e N. 
Def][nition 1.4.16. A QTAG- module M is (a; + 1)- projective if 
there exists submodule A^  C H^{M) such that M/N is a direct sum 
of uniserial modules. 
Definition 1.4.17. A QTAG- module M is {co + k)- projective if 
there exists submodule A'" C H^{M) such that M/N is a direct sum 
of uniserial modules. 
Definition 1.4.18. Let cr be a hmit ordinal such that a = u + p. A 
QTAG- module M is called a- projective if there exists a submodule 
A^  C H^{M) such that M/N is a direct sum of uniserial modules. 
Definition 1.4.19. A h- reduced QTAG- module M is called totally 
projective if it has a nice system. 
The direct summands of totally projective modules are also totally 
projective . 
Remark 1.4.20. M is totally projective if and only if M/H(^{M) is 
cr-projective for every ordinal a. 
Remark 1.4.21. Direct sums and summands of totally projective 
QTAG- modules are totally projective. 
Remairk 1.4.22. A totally projective QTAG- module of Ulm type 
< (7 is cr- projective. 
Remark 1.4.23. A QTAG- module M is k- projective if and only if 
Hk{M) = 0. 
Remark 1.4.24. Direct sums of uniserial modules are totally projec-
tive and w-projective. 
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Definition 1.4.25. An QTAG- module is an UJ- elongation of a totally 
projective QTAG- module by a (cu + k)- projective QTAG- module 
if and only if H^j{M) is totally projective and M/Hij{M) is (a; + k)-
projective. 
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chapter- 2 
SMALL HOMOMORPHISMS, LARGE 
SUBMODULES AND THEIR 
CHARACTERISTIC PROPERTIES 
CHAPTER-II 
SMALL HOMOMORPHISMS, LARGE SUBMODULES 
AND THEIR CHARACTERISTIC PROPERTIES 
2.1. Introduction 
This chapter is devoted to the study of large submodules of QTAG-
modules. A fully invariant submodule L C M is a large submodule of 
M if L + B — M fov every basic submodule B of M. 
Section two deals with the small homomorphisms, which are pre-
cisely those homomorphisms whose kernel contains a large submodule. 
Here we define Ulm-sequence U{x) for the elements x of M to study 
the structure of large submodules and essentially isomorphic QTAG-
modules. Closed QTAG- modules are also investigated and the re-
lation between large submodules and Ulm-invariants is estabhshed. 
We define HT- modules and study them with the help of essential 
homomorphism, which is the dual concept of quasi- isomorphism. 
Section three deals with the properties of large submodules. We 
also discuss the properties of large submodules inherited from the con-
taining modules. Some results are also discussed which are true for any 
arbitrary module. The most significant feature is the characterization 
of large submodules as the submodules generated by those elements 
n. for which U{x) > n{L) where n{L) is the given sequence. 
Section four is concerned with the characteristic properties of large 
submodules. We investigate the properties of large submodules L C M 
shared by M. It is found that not many properties are shared by L 
and M and conditions are obtained when these properties may be 
shared. 
All the modules M are QTAG- modules over associative rings with 
unity, unless otherwise stated. 
Section-2 
2.2. Small Homomorphisms, Essentially Isomorphic Modules 
and HT- Modules. 
In this section we study small homomorphisms that is, those ho-
momorphisms whose kernel contains a large submodule. We define 
Ulm- sequences for the elements x E M and establish the relation be-
tween large submodules and Ulm- invariants, with the help of essential 
homomorphisms. 
We start with the following : 
Definition 2.2.1. For any arbitrary x E M, HM{X) = fc if X G 
Hk{M), X ^ Hk+i{M) and H{x) =00, li x E M\ 
Thus the height of non uniform elements may be defined: 
Definition 2.2.2. The generalized height of a: in M denoted by 
'a if a; 7^  0 and a + 1 is the first ordinal such that 
H*M{X) = <J xi Ha+i{M), 
00 if 2; = 0. V. 
For any uniform element x E M, there exist uniform elements 
a;i,X2,2;3,... such that 
xR 3 xiR 3 X2R 5 X'iR 5 • • • d,ndd{xiR/xi+iR) = 1. 
Now the Ulm- sequence of x is defined as 
U{x) = {H{xi),H{x2),H{x,),...). 
This is analogous to the U-sequences in groups [11,12 
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These sequences are partially ordered because U{x) < U{y) if 
H{x.i) < H[yi) for every i. 
For a sequence n(L) = (no,ni,n2,...) of non negative, non de-
creasing integers we may consider 1/ = { x\x G M, U{x) > n{L)}. 
Since for any endomorphism / of M, H{x) < H{f{x))^ L is fully 
invariant. Therefore with every large submodule L of M we may 
associate a sequence n{L). 
Definition 2.2.3. For QTAG- modules M and M', a homomorphism 
/ : M -> M' is said to be small if ker/ contains a large submodule of 
M. The set of all small homomorphisms from M to M', denoted by 
Eoms{M, M') is a submodule of Hom(M, M'). 
For a family J^ of QTAG- modules, M is a HT- module with 
respect to j ^ if Hom(M, K) = Homs(M, K), for every K ^T. M is 
said to be a HT- module if Hom(M, A'') — Homs(M, iV), for every 
QTAG- module A^  which is a direct sum of uniserial modules. 
Lemma 2.2.4. Let J^ be a family of QTAG- modules, N ^ T and 
K a HT- module with respect to .F. If M = AT © iC, then for every 
h- pure HT- module QcM,QnLCK,foi: some large submodule 
LofM. 
Proof. Since M = N d) K, there exists a projection TT of M onto A''. 
If a = 7I-|Q, then a G Hom(Q,A''). This implies that kero; contains 
a large submodule L' of Q. Now L' corresponds to a monotonically 
increasing sequence of positive integers. Since Q is h- pure in M, the 
same sequence defines a large submodule L C M such that L' — QnL 
and kera: = K DQ. 
The dual concept of quasi- isomorphism [35], i.e. essential isomor-
phism is defined as follows: 
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Definition 2.2.5. Two QTAG- modules M and M'are essentially 
isomorphic if there exist bounded h- pure submodules A'' and A''' of M 
and M' respectively such that M/N = M'/N' . 
Remark 2.2.6. 
(i) Two QTAG- modules M and M' are essentially isomorphic if and 
only if there exist bounded QTAG- modules K and K' such that 
M + ir ^ M' + i^ '. 
(ii) M, M' are isomorphic if and only if they have isomorphic sum-
mands with bounded complements. 
Theorem 2.2.7. Let .^ be a family of QTAG- modules and K, K' G 
JF. For A^ , A '^, the HT- modules with respect to J ,^ if M = N + /^ = 
N' -\- K', then A'' and K are essentially isomorphic to A^ ' and K' 
respectively . 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2.4, there exist large submodules L and L' of M 
such that 
A^  n L C A^ ' n L and A^ ' n L' C A^  n L'. 
Again LQ — L D L' is a large submodule of M such that N n LQ = 
N'nLo. 
Since A^n Lo is a large submodule of A^  and A^ ' both, N = P(BQ 
and N' •= P' © Q', where P and P' are bounded and 
Soc(g) = Soc{N n Lo) = Soc{N' n Lo) = Soc(g')-
Again Q\ Q' are summands of M with the same Socle, therefore they 
are isomorphic. This implies that N and A^ ' are essentially isomorphic, 
and the complements of Q,Q' are also isomorphic. Therefore, 
A' + P = M/Q ^ M/Q' ^K' + P'-
thus by Remark 2.2.6. K and K' are essentially isomorphic. 
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A QTAG- module M is a closed module if every Cauchy sequence 
in M converges to a limit [25]. Here we prove some results related to 
these modules. 
Theorem 2,2.8. Let M be an unbounded closed QTAG- module 
and M' a QTAG- module without elements of infinite height. Then 
Eom{M,M') ^ Hom,(M,Af') if and only if M' contains an un-
bounded closed submodule. 
Proof. Suppose there exists a homomorphism a : M -^ M' such that 
ker / contains no large submodule of M. We may select a positive 
integer TIQ and elements a:i,X2,... in M such that for every i, 
and a{xi) G Soc(M'). This selection is always possible because M is 
unbounded and Xi's may lie in a direct sum of uniserial modules which 
is h- pure in M. 
If Hi ••= Hjyixi), then there exists yi & M such that d{yiR/xiR) = 
Ui. Thus U = S^ i yiR is a h- pure submodule of M. If Zi = a{x.i), then 
ZiS form the minimal generating subset of Soc(M'). Also UCi ker a = 
^ti^'iR, where d{xiR/x[R) = 1. 
Since closed modules coincides with their closures with respect to 
h- topology, the closure of U i.e. 
U^r^t^,{U^Hu{M)). 
Then U is an unbounded closed module. 
Now a{U) = [U/U n kera) = TiUni+i{Uni+i is a uniserial module 
of length [rii + 1)) and a{U)/a{U) is h- divisible. 
Since UHkera is the closure oWOkera in M, a{U) is h- pure in 
a{U). 
Now consider a Cauchy sequence {vi} in SOC(Q;(I7)) such that 
Vi = a{ui) where [ui] is Cauchy sequence in U and each Ui is 
contained in a bounded submodule. 
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Now {ui} has a limit u £ U and v = a{u) is the limit of the 
sequence {vi} in a{U). Thus a{U) is a closed module which is un-
bounded because a{U) is unbounded. 
The converse is trivial. 
Corollary 2.2.9. Let M be an unbounded closed QTAG- module 
and K a h- dense, h- pure submodule of a closed QTAG- module N. 
If every homomorphism from M to if is not small, then there exists 
an unbounded summand Q oi N such that Soc((5) C K . 
Proof. Let a be a homomorphism from M to K. Every QTAG-
module M has a basic submodule which is a direct sum of uniserial 
modules and is h- pure in M. Since M is unbounded we may select 
an integer k and Xj's from a direct sum of uniserial modules which is 
h~ pure in M, such that 
x^ e H\M), H{x,+i) > max{k + HMixi), Hk{a{xi)). 
If HM{xi) = /cf, then there exists yi £ M such that d{yiR/xiR) — 
ki and we may consider U = T,yiR. 
Now we may choose a h- pure submodule Q C K such that 
Soc{Q) = Soc{a{U)). For the closure Q C N, Q is an unbounded 
direct summand of A .^ Again a{U) also contains Soc(Q). 
Thus by Theorem 2.2.8, 
Soc(Q) C Soc(^) C a{U) C K. 
Theorem 2.2.10. Let M{= 5) be a closed QTAG- module with a 
basic submodule B. For the homomorphic image N of B, either N/N^ 
is the homomorphic image of B or N/N^ contains an unbounded closed 
submodule. 
Proof. The homomorphism from M onto N, with the natural homo-
morphism N -> N/N^, gives rise to a homomorphism a : M -^ N/N^. 
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If N/N^ dose not contain an unbounded closed submodule, then a is 
small. This implies that M contains a large submodule L such that 
N/N^ is homomorphic image M/L. Since 
M/L = (L + B)/L ^ B/B 0 L, 
N/N^ is a homomorphic image of B. 
Theorem 2.2.11. Let N he a.h- dense, h- pure submodule of a closed 
QTAG- module M = B. If N = M oi the minimal generating set of 
M/N is denumerable, then N is a ifT-module. 
Proof. If A'' = M, then the result follows from Theorem 2.2.8. Sup-
pose g{M/N) = KQ and a is a homomorphism of A^  into a direct sum 
of uniserial modules. Then a{N) = K is also a direct sum of uniserial 
modules . 
If we consider K, then K is a basic submodule of K [25]. Since N 
is h- dense in M, N — B^ and the homomorphism a may be uniquely-
extended to a: M -> iC and g{a{M)/K) < \<Q. 
Since K is a direct sum of uniserial modules, and (a{M)) = 0 
therefore a{M) is also a direct sum of uniserial modules. This implies 
that a is small and a = a\N is also small, thus N is a HT- module. 
Now we shall prove the following result to establish the relation-
ship between large submodule and Ulm-invariants. 
Theorem 2.2.12. Let L be a large submodule of a QTAG- module 
M determined by the sequence n{L) = (no, ni . . . ) . Then a monomor-
phism a of L into a QTAG- module N can be extended to an isomor-
phism of M onto N if and only if the following hold: 
(i) / M ( ^ ) = fN{n) for n < riQ, 
(ii) Hj[f{x) = H?^{a{x)), for every x e L and 
(iii) a{L) is large in N. 
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Proof. Suppose these conditions hold and B = ©i^iA is a basic 
submodule of M. Now for every n > Uo, there exists a monotonically 
increasing sequence of non-negative integers /ui, /?2) • • • with 
kn<n~l and 5 n L = ^Zn,+iHkABn)-
Since / M ( ^ ) = / N ( ^ ) for n < no, we may assume Bn = 0. Otherwise 
if En. = T.xfR and d{x'^R/yfR) = K, then 
H,Mr) = Syf^ and a{H,Mr)) = ^^R, 
where z^ = (y.{y2) and HN{Z'^') = kn-
Now we may select uf e N such that d{u^lR/zfR) = kn-
If we put Qn — T,ufR, Q = E „^^ _,_^ (5n, then there is an isomor-
phism P : B -^ Q such that I3{x'^) = u" and /^j^ni — ctlsnL-
Now (5 is h- pure in A'' and a{L) is fully invariant in N, a{L) D 
Qn — Hj{Qn) for some j < kn, which is a contradiction because 
HM{X) -- HN{O.{X)), for every x £ L. Therefore 
a{L) nQ = ^Zn,+ML) nQn = ^Zn^nHkAQn) = HB nL). 
Again Q is a basic submodule of A^ , otherwise we may find an integer 
m and an element u G H^{N) such that Qm + uR is a summand of 
A'', contradicting the second condition 
As i\f = L + 5 we may consider a map a : M -^ N such that 
a{x) = a{l + b) = a{l) + p{h) where I e L, beB. 
This a is a well defined monomorphism because A'' — a{L) + Q. Now 
a is an isomorphism of M onto N such that aj^ = a. The converse is 
trivial. 
We conclude with the following remarks: 
Remark 2.2.13. Each automorphism of a large submodule which 
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preserves heights is induced by an automorphism of the containing 
QTAG- module. Therefore every automorphism of Hk{M)^ k = 
(0,1, 2 , . . . , cx)) is induced by an automorphism of M. 
Remark 2.2.14. For the h- pure, h- dense submodules N and K of 
a QTAG- module M/ii NCiL = K f]L ioi some large submodule L 
of M, then A^  ^ K. 
Section- 3 
2.3. Some Characterizations of Large Submodules 
In this section we study and characterize the properties of fully 
invariant and large submodules of QTAG- modules. We also discuss 
the properties of large submodules inherited by the containing module. 
We start with the facts which are true for any module. For a fully 
invariant submodule A'' of a QTAG- module M and an endomorphism 
/ of M, induces an endomorphism / of M/N such that f{x + N) = 
f{x)-{-N. On the other hand for the endomorphism / of M/N induced 
by an endomorphism / of M and a fully invariant submodule K/N C 
M/N, J{x + iV) = f{x) + N e K/N. i.e. f{x) e K md K is fully 
invariant in M. For a fully invariant submodule 
/I C M = © M„ A = ®{A n Mi) 
and each A D Mi is fully invariant in Mi. 
It is important to note that for any sequence n = {ni,n2,...) we 
define M{n) as the submodule of M, generated by the elements x for 
which U[x) > n. This submodule is a large submodule of M [37]. 
In fact for every large submodule there is a sequence and for every 
sequence, there is a large submodule. 
For a QTAG-module M, consider the homomorphism f : M -^ 
M/M'. As M^ = nf^^HkiM), f is height preserving. 
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This implies that 
H{x) = H{f{x)) and Uix) = U{f{x)) 
for all X -^ M. 
We conclude that L/M^ is large in M/M^ if and only if L is large 
in M. In a module M without elements of infinite height, consider a 
fully invariant submodule K of M, and a; G Soc{K) such that n = 
H{x) < H{y) for every y G Soc(A'). Let 2 G Soc(M), such that 
-^(2) > n. Then there exists an endomorphism f of M such that 
/ ( » = z, therefore z G A' and Soc(A') = Soc{Hn{M)). 
In fact for any large submodule L of M, Soc{L) = Soc(ii/'ra(M)) 
for some positive integer n. 
Lemma 2.3.1. Let N be submodule of M such that Soc(i?„,(M)) C 
Soc{Hk{N)) for /c = 0,1,2 ... , where the sequence of positive integers 
%)^b^2) • • -is monotonically increasing. Then M = N + B for any 
basic submodule B of M. 
Proof. Let B = ®Bi be a basic submodule of M and M = Bi ©.. . © 
Bk 9 {BlHkiM)) [22]. Then 
Soc(M) = Soc(5i + ... + 5fc) © Soc{Hk(M)) 
= Soc(5i © ... © 5 , J © Soc{Hk{N)). 
Now suppose for every x G M, e(a;) < fc, implies that x G {B + N). 
Consider x E M such that e(a:) = /c + 1, then there exists y £ M 
such that d{xR/yR) = k. Now y G Soc(M) and y = h + z where 
b e B and 2 G Soc{Hk{N)), ensuring the existence of z' such that 
d[z'R/zR) = /?. By the /i-purity of 5, there exists h' G J5, such that 
d\h'R/hR) = ^^  Now 6(2; -h' - z') < k, thus x - b' - z' e B ^ N ox 
X eB + N implying that M = B-^N. 
The following remarks are significant to be stated: 
Remark 2.3.2. Let L be a large submodule of an unbounded QTAG-
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module M without elements of infinite height M and B a proper basic 
submodule of M. Then 
M/B = B + L/B^ L/B n L, 
therefore L is unbounded. Conversely for an unbounded fully invariant 
submodule L of M, Hk{L) is fully invariant for all k E Z~^. As an 
immediate consequence of Lemma 2.3.1, L is a large submodule of M. 
We can say that the unbounded fully invariant submodules of M 
are exactly the large submodules of M. 
Remark 2.3.3. If Bi is the direct sum of uniserial modules of length 
i and x{y^ 0) G Bi, then 
U{x) = (no, n i , . . . , Ui^no-i.. •, oo, oo) 
where no = H{x) and n^ = no + '^, 0 < /c < z - no - 1. 
Remark 2.3.4. Let Bj, be the direct sum of uniserial modules of 
length i and x,?/ € Bi. Then there exists an endomorphism / of Bi 
with f{x) = y if and only if H{x) < H{y) 
Remark 2.3.5. Let ^ be a fully invariant submodule of 5^, a direct 
sum of uniserial modules of length i. Then A ~ HnX^i) where iii < 
i. \i A — 0, n,; = i and if A 7^  0, then n,; = min(i7(a;), xE A). 
Remark 2.3.6. If 5j and Bj+j, are the direct sums of uniserial 
modules of length i and i + j , respectively and x E Bi^ y E Bi+j, then 
(i) there exists a homomorphism f : Bi -^ Bi^j such that f{x) =1/ 
if and only if e{x) > e{y). 
(ii) there exists a homomorphism g : Bi+j -> Bi such that g{y) — x 
if and only if H{x) > H{y). 
Theorem 2.3.7. Let B = ©iA- where each Bi is the direct sum of 
uniserial modules of length i. Then L is a fully invariant submodule 
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of B if and only if L = ®^HnXBi) where n^  < z, for every i € Z+ 
and n, < n^+j < n^  + j for i,j G Z+. A fully invariant submodule 
L, is large in B if and only if L = Q),HnXBi), the above conditions 
hold and the sequence (l - ni, 2 - n2,3 - 77,3,... ) is unbounded if B 
is unbounded. 
Proof. Let L be a fully invariant submodule of B. Then 
L = LnB = e{BinL) = ®Hn^ (5,;) 
by Remark 2.3.5. Now n, < Hor z € Z+ and the first condition holds. 
If L = 0, then Hn^Bi) = 0 for every i, therefore n^  = i for every i and 
the second condition holds. If L 7^  0, then there exists a least positive 
integer k such that Hn,[Bk) ^ 0. Then i/n,(A) 7^  0 for all i > k, 
where 5,, ^ 0. Since Soc{Bk) = Soc{Hk-i{Bk)) C L, this implies that 
Soc(i/fc_i(B)) C Soc(L). Again Soc(5,) = Soc{Hk^i(Bi)) for z > k, 
we have, Soc(5,:) C L C\ Bi = HnXBi). Now suppose L ^ 0 and 
A 7^  0 =^ 5,+,-. If Hn,jBi+j] = 0 then i7,,.(5i) = 0 and m = i,n^+j -
i + j = Uj + j and the second condition holds. We assume that 
Hn^^.{Bi+j) ^ 0. Consider x G A such that H{x) > rii+j and y G 
Hn,+j{Bi+j) such that ii'^ (y) = Ui+j. Now by Remark 2.3.6. there 
exists an endomorphism g oi B mapping y onto x. Hence x e L and 
Hn,JB,) c L n 5, = Hn,(5,), thus m < m+j. 
Now suppose Hn^{Bi) = 0. Then ni = i so nj+j < i + j = Ui -\-
j . If HnXBi) 7^  0 and y G 5j+j such that H{y) > rii + j . We 
may choose x e Bi such that H{x) = n .^ Then 6(2;) = i - rii and 
e(y) < i + j - {ni + j) = i - n .^ By Remark 2.3.6, there exists an 
endomorphism f of. B with /(a;) = y. Thus y £ L and we have 
Hn,^^{B^+j) C L n Sj+j = Hn,,^^{Bi+j), therefore n.j+j < n^  + j 
If Bi ^ 0 ^ B.I+J, then ni < rii+j < n, + j but if 5^ = 0, we 
may define n^  so that this inequality holds for all i . Thus all fully 
invariant of submodules of B are the direct sums of HnXBi)- If L is a 
large submodule of B and B is unbounded, then by Lemma 2.3.1, L 
is also unbounded. 
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Therefore ( l - ni, 2 - n2, 3 - na . . . ) must be unbounded. 
For the converse, suppose L = (Bif„^(Bj) where rti < i for all 
i G Z^ and n^  < ?ii+j < rii + j for all z j ' G Z"*". To establish the fully 
invariance of L , we consider any i e Z~^ and x G H„.(Bi). We have to 
show that for any endomorphism / of B, f{x) G L. Consider x ^ 0, 
such that f{x) = xi +.. .+xi , where x,. G 5,. and H{x) < H{f{x)) = 
min {H{xk)), I < k < I, e{x) > e{f{x)) = max{e(j;A;)|l < k < I}. 
If k < 2, then H{xk) > H[x) > m so Xk E HnXBk) Q Hn,{Bk), 
because n^ < ni , hence xt E L. li k — i + j then e{xk) < e{x) < 
i - rii = i i- j - [ui + j) < z + j - TT-i+j because nj+t < n.j + fc. Thus 
Xk G H^+j_n,+j{Bi+j) = Hn^^^{Bi+j) C L. 
This implies that L is a fully invariant submodule of 5 . If 5 is 
unbounded and ( l - ni, 2 - ^2,3 - 723... ) is also unbounded , then 
L is unbounded and is therefore a large submodule of B by Remark 
2.3.2. 
Corollary 2.3.8. If L is a large submodule of a QTAG- module M, 
then M/L is a direct sum of uniserial modules. 
Proof. For any basic submodule B of M, M/L = ( 5 + L)/L = 
B/{B n L) = ®iB,l ®, HnXBi) = (B^{Bi/Hn,{Bi)) and the result fol-
lows. 
Corollary 2.3.9. For any large submodule L of M, L^ = M^. 
Proof. Since M/L is a direct sum of uniserial modules, [M/L)^ = 0 
OY M^ = L\ 
Theorem 2.3.10. Let N be a h- pure submodule of a QTAG- module 
M and L a large submodule of A''. Then there exists a large submod-
ule L' of M such that L'n N = L. If M/N is /i-divisible then L' is 
the closure of L in M and is therefore uniquely determined by L and 
M/L' ^ N/L. 
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Proof. Let L = N{n) and L' = M{n). Since A^  is h- pure in M 
and n = (ni, 77.2, • . . ) is a [/-sequence for A^ , we have that n is a [/-
sequence for M. Thus L' is a large submodule of M. 
li X 6 L, then UM{X) = [/Ar(x) > n, therefore x E L' (1 N and 
L C L' n TV. Conversely if y e L' ON, then [/iv(y) = UM{y) > n 
implies that y e L or L' n N C L. Thus L = L'nN. 
Let M/A/" be /i- divisible and L' a large submodule of M with 
L'nN = L. Then 
L'/L = i:V(L' n iV) ^ (iV + L')/A' = M/N 
i.e. L'/I' is /i- divisible. But 
M/L' ^ {M/L)/{L'/L) 
where L'/L is a direct summand of M/L, we have M/L = {L'/L) 0 
{M/L') and M/L' is a direct sum of uniserial modules, [4]. Now 
M/L' ^ N/L, thus 
M/L' = (A^  + L')IL' ^ N/{N n L') = N/L. 
Now we charact(!rize large submodules in terms of Ulm invariants. 
Theorem 2.3.11. Let L be a submodule of a QTAG- module M. 
Then L is a large submodule of M if and only if 
L = E^^iif„,(i^^-"'=(M)), where 
(i) rik <k, ke Z+ 
(ii) Uk < Uk+i <nk + l 
(iii) the sequence (l - ni, 2 - 712,3 - 77,3,...) is unbounded if M is 
unbounded and the Ulm-invariants of L are given by /L(n) = 
Sfc;/M(fc-1)), k-nk-l=n, forall7iGZ+. 
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Proof. Suppose L = H^^^Hn.iH^-'''(M)). Since Hn,{H^-'"^{M)ys 
are fully invariant submodules, their sum is again fully invariant sub-
module of M. If M is bounded, then L is large. If M is unbounded 
then by the third condition, for each j e ^+, there exists a positive 
integer i such that 2 — n.j > j or z > nj + j . 
Since, i> n^ + j and Soc{H,{M) C Soc{Hj+n,{M) C Hj{L). If 
X G Soc(.f/'j+7i.(M)) there exists y e M such that d{yR/xR) = j + ni 
where e(x) = 1. Now y G H^^'^'^^{M), where z-n^ > j or z—n^  > j + 1 , 
thus i > n,: + j + 1 and y G W{M). 
If d{yR/zR) = n„ then ^ G Hn^H'-'^iM)) C L and a; G ifj(L) 
because d{yR/xR) = j + Ui and d{zR/xR) — j . Now by Lemma 
2,3.1, L — B = M^ for every basic submodule B of M and L is a large 
submodule of M. 
Conversely suppose L is a large submodule of M. Then for any 
basic submodule B oi M^ Ln B is a large submodule of B and by 
Theorem. 2.3.7, LO B = (BkHnk{Bk) where fc G Z"*" and n^'s satisfy 
the given conditions. 
Now 
Hn^{B,) = E„^{W"'^{B,)) C Hn^{W-^^{B)) for every j G Z+ 
and for each j G .2"+, 
This imphes that 
For the converse, consider x G Hnj{H^~'^^{B)), where a; = 2;i 4-
a;2 + . . . + a^ m, a::^  £ -Bi. Then H{xi) > H{x) > Uj for Xi, 1 <i <m 
and e{x^) < e{x) < j - Ui for all a:-s. Now for i < j , we have H{xi) > 
n.j > Ui andxi e EnXBi). 
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U i =-. j + I for / G Z+, then e{xi) < j — rij = j + I - [rtj + 1) < 
j + I — Uj+i. (by the given condition). Therefore 
and Hn^{W'''^{B)) C (^\Hn,{Bk). Let V = Y.Hn,{H^-^''{M)). Now 
L'nB =-- i:Hn,{H^-'''[B)) = LnB. Since B is h- pure in M and 
M/B is /i- divisible, L' = L, by Theorem 2.3.10. Again L 0 5 is a 
basic submodule of L, thus /L(^) = finBin)^ for all n G Z+. 
If L n 5 = (B{L n 5i)j where (Z n 5)j is the direct sum of uniserial 
modules of length i, then /(Ln5)(n) = g{{L n B)„+i) = g{®Hn,{Bk)) 
where Hn^{Bk) is a direct sum of uniserial modules of length n + 1: 
Again finBin) = g{®kHn,{^k))] where k - Uk = n + 1 
=:Efc(5(i7„,(B,))); fc-n, = n + 1 , 
^Y.k[g{Bk))] where k-Uk-l = n, 
= ^kifsik - 1)); w/zere /c - n^ - - 1 = n, 
= E^.(/7i^(/i;-1)); 'u;/iere k-Uk-l = n, 
and the proof is complete 
Section- 4 
2.4. Properties of Large Submodules of QTAG- Modules 
In this section we study the relations between the structures of 
QTAG- modules and their large submodules. We investigate the 
characteristics of QTAG- modules which are preserved by their large 
submodules. We start with the S- modules i.e. the modules whose 
high submodules are direct sums of uniserial modules[21]. Then we 
study summable, a- summable, (a; + 1)- projective and h-pure com-
plete QTAG- modules. 
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Singh[41] proved that a QTAG- module M is a direct sum of 
uniserial submodules if and only if M is the union of an ascending 
sequence of submodules M„, n = 1,2,3,... such that for every n, 
there exists fc^ > 0 and HM{X) < kn for all x G Mn-
This helps us prove the following: 
Theorem 2.4.1. A QTAG- module is a S- module if and only if 
Soc(M) == U^^Affc, where Mk C Mk+i and for every k ^ N, 714 n 
Hk{M) = Soc(Mi). 
Proof. Since M is a S- module, it contains a high submodule A'' such 
that N is a direct sum of uniserial modules. 
Again A" is a high submodule[28] of M if and only if N is h- pure 
in M and Soc(M) = Soc(A )^ + Soc(M^). Therefore by the above re-
sult[41], Soc(A )^ = U^^ iA ;^t, Nk C A^ +^i and A^ -^ n Hk{N) = 0, and we 
deduce. Soc(Af) = U^i(A^fc+Soc(Mi)). If we put A4 = ^oc{M^)+Nk 
then Mfc C Mfc+i and (Soc (M^) + A^fc) n (Soc {M^) + Soc{Hk{N)) = 
Soc(Mi) + {Nk n Hk{N)) = Soc (M^), because Hk{N) is a high sub-
m.odule of i^fc(M). 
For the converse if Soc (A^ ) = U^i(Mfc n A') = U^^A^t, where we 
put Nk== NnMk, then A^^ C Nk+v Also 
A^fc n Hk{N) = Mk n i/,(M) = Mkn (Hk{M) n A^ ) 
= Mk n i^^(M) n A^  = M^ n A^  = 0. 
Therefore A" is a direct sum of uniserial modules and M a S- module. 
Now we may prove the following: 
Theorem 2.4.2. A QTAG- module M is a S- module if and only if 
its large submodule L is a E- module. 
Proof. Since L^ = Af^  [4], there is a natural number m such that 
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Soc(L) == Soc {H,n{M)) and Soc {Hn{L)) = Soc{HtSM)) for every 
n < to and some t„ such that m < tn < UJ. If M is a S- module, 
then by Theorem 2.4.1, Soc(M) is the union of ascending chain of 
submodules Mk such that Mk C M^+i and M/^ . n HkiM) = Soc(M^) 
for every k e N . 
This imphes that Soc(L) = U^.<^(M^.nL) and MkHL C M^.+iflL. 
Therefore 
MkHLnHkiL) - MkOHkiL) C Mkf\Hk{M) = SOC{M') = Soc{L'). 
Now Theorem (2.4.1), indicates that L is a E- module. 
Conversely suppose L is a E- module. Therefore 
Soc(L) = Un<cjLn, Ln Q L^+i and L„ n Hn{L) = Soc(L^). 
Again Soc{Hm{M)) = l^n<uLn- Now 
Ln r Soc{Ht,XM)) = L„ n Soc{Hn{L)) = Soc(L^) = Soc(M^). 
Thus by Theorem 2.4.1. H,n{M) is a E- module, so is M. 
To study the other relations between a module M and its large 
submodule L we define the following: 
Definition 2.4.3. A QTAG- module of length a, is summable if 
Soc(M) = ®(i<:a^)i and e\'cry nonzero x G M^ is contained in Hji{M) 
and X ^ Hp+i{M), for all ,5 < a. 
We need the following lemma : 
Lemma 2.4.4. Isotype submodules of countable length of summable 
QTAG- modules are again summable. 
Proof. Let A'' be an isotype submodule of countable length p in the 
summable module M. Now there is a Hp{M)- high submodule K of 
M such that N C K. Since the Soc(M) = Qda<p S^, there is Hp{M)-
high submodule P of M such that Soc(P) = (Ba<p So-. 
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Again for every ordinal p every Hp{M)- high submodule is isotype, 
therefore P is isotype and it is summable. The socles of Hp{M)- high 
submodules have the same images under the canonical map M -^ 
M/Hp{M) because this maps Hp{M)- high submodules isomorphically 
in a height preserving manner onto submodules of M/Hp{M). 
Now A'' is isotype in a summable module K of countable length p. 
Therefore Soc{K) is the union of an ascending chain of submodules 
Kn, where for every n the heights of elements of K^ assume but a 
finite numbers of values. 
Now Soc(iV) = UKn nN, n = 1,2,3,. . . and the heights of the 
elements of i^ „, fl A^  assume a finite numbers of different values. Thus 
N is summable. 
The following result shows that summability is shared by large 
submodules. 
Theorem 2.4.5. Let L be a large submodule of a QTAG- module 
M. Then M is summable if and only if L is summable. 
Proof. Suppose M is summable i.e. Soc(M) = (BpKaMp, where the 
non zero elements of Ms^s are contained in H3{M) but they do not 
belong to Hp+i{M)^ for every (5 < a. 
Again L is fully invariant submodule of M and Hp{M) = Hp{L) 
for all ordinals p > CJ, SOC(L) = ®/j<a(M/jnL), where the non zero el-
ements of MpnL are contained in Hfi{L) and not contained in Hjj+i{L) 
for every cj < P < a. Since Soc{Hn{L)) = Soc{Ht^(M)), whenever 
I < n < u},n < in < cj, MpH L C L, but {Mp n L) D Hi{L) = 0, 
for each (5 < ti. By transfinite induction Mp il L Q Hi{L) and 
{MpnL) nH2{L) = 0, for ti < /? < t2 and so on, i.e. HpHLC Hn{L) 
and {Hp n L) n Hn+i{L) = 0, for tn < [3 < tn+i• 
If we put LQ = (Bo<p<t,{Mp n L), Li = et,<p<t2{Mp n L ) , . . . and 
Ln = ®u<f3<tr,+^{Mp n L) where n<uj, and MpnL = Lp if /3 > a;, 
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then Soc(L) = (B/3<a-t/d if Lp C HpiL) and Lp n Hp+i{L) = 0. 
Therefore L is summable. 
Conversely suppose L is summable. So, L^ — M^ is summable as 
its fully invariant submodule. Moreover, by Lemma 2.4.4 L is sum-
mable impHes that L is a S- module. Now by Theorem 2.4.2, M is also 
a E- module. For a high submodule A^  of M, Soc(iV) © Soc(M^) = 
Soc(M). 
Since A'' is a direct sum of uniserial modules, Soc{N) = Q)k<u>Nk) 
where A^^ C Hk{M) and NknHk+i{M) = 0 because, N is h- pure in M. 
Again the summability of M^ ensures that Soc(M^) = (Bj3<aKp where 
Kp C Hp{M^) and Kp D Hp+i{M^) = 0. Therefore Kp C H^+p{M) 
and Kp n H^+p+i{M) = 0. This imphes that 
SOC(M) = (Bk<u;Nk Qoj<uj+P<oj+a Kp. 
We may infer now that M is summable. 
Definition 2.4.6. A QTAG- module M is called a- summable if 
Soc(M) = iJn<Lo^n-, Mn C Mn+i and for every positive integer n, 
there is an ordinal Q;„, such that Mn fi Ha„{M) = 0, «„, < length of 
M. 
Theorem 2.4.7. Let L be the large submodule of M. Then M is a-
summabie if and only if L is a- summable. 
Proof. Suppose M is unbounded. Then length of M = length of 
L > io. If M is cr- summable, then L is also a- summable being a 
submodule of equal length. 
If M is bounded the result holds trivially. 
Conversely suppose L is a- summable. Therefore Soc(L) = Un<ujLn, 
Ln Q Ln+i and L„, n Ha^{L) = 0 for all n > 0 and some a„, < length 
ofM. 
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Now Soc {H,n{M)) = U„<^L„. Since L^ = M^ [4], Ha[M) = 
Ha{L) for each ordinal a > a; and Soc{Ha^{L)) = Soc{Hi:^{M)) for 
a,j < a; and some /c„ > max(Q!„, m) because Ha^{L) is large in M and 
fi^ ,:,JM) both. Thus 
whenever 5n < length of M = length of Hm{M) > cu, Sn = an > co or 
We may define M^ = {x\x G Soc(M)nL„ and a; ^  i^^(M)}. Thus 
Soc(M) = LJ,^ <^ M,^ , M,i C Mn+i. By defining M^'s we observe that 
Mn n Hs..XM) = 0. This imphes that M is a- summable . 
Theorem 2.4.8. If M is a direct sum of a- summable QTAG- mod-
ules then so is L. 
Proof. Let M = ©i^/Mj, where each Mi is a- summable . Now 
L = Qia{L n Mi) because L is fully invariant in M. Since all Mi's 
are isotype in M, we infer that L H Mi is large in Mi, for every i. By 
Theorem. 2.4.7, LO Mi are u- summable. Thus L is also a direct sum 
of a- summable modules. 
Definition 2.4.9. A QTAG- module M is {uj-^1)- projective if there 
exists a submodule A^  C Soc(M) such that M/N is a direct sum of 
uniserial modules. 
Remark 2.4.10. The submodules of {u + n)- projective modules are 
also (a; + n)- projective. 
Theorem 2.4.11. A QTAG- module M is (a; + 1)- projective if and 
only if its large submodule L is (a; + 1)- projective. 
Proof. Suppose L is (a; + 1)- projective. Therefore there exists a 
submodule A^  C Soc(L) such that, Soc{L/N) = Un<ULk/N) where 
Lk Q f^c+i ^ L and Lk H Hk{L) C N for each k <u;. 
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Now Lfc C H'^[M), for every k < uj. Since 
Hk{H\L)) = Ht,{H\M)) + Soc(//,,(M)), 
for some k < jk <tk<uj,we have 
Ht,{H\M)) C H,{H'{L)) C H,,iH'iM)) 
and 
LkHHt^iM) = Lkr\H,,[H\M)) C Lkr\Hk{H\L)) = L^nHkiL) C iV. 
Therefore the heights of the elements of Lk/N are bounded in M/N 
for all k < uo. Now {M/N)/{L/N) = M/L is a direct sum of uniserial 
modules[4]. Therefore M/N is a direct sum of uniserial modules and 
M is {u -f-1)- projective. The converse is trivial. 
The property of being h- pure complete is also shared by the large 
submodules of QTAG- modules. 
First we recall the definition of h- pure completeness. 
Definition 2.4.12. A QTAG- module M is h- pure complete if for 
every subsocle S C Soc(M), there is a h- pure submodule N of M so 
that S — Soc{N). In other words every subsocle supports a h- pure 
submodule of M 
Theorem 2.4.13. Let L be the large submodule of a QTAG- module 
M. If M is h- pure complete, so is L. 
Proof. Let 5 be a subsocle of L. Since 5* C Soc(M), S supports a h-
pure submodule A'' of M. Now A n L is also large in M and A n L is 
h- pure in L. Again S = Soc(A) n Soc(L) = Soc(A^ n L), therefore L 
is h- pure complete. 
Corollary 2.4.14. A QTAG- module M is h- pure complete if and 
only if H\{M) is /i- pure complete for some fixed but arbitrary positive 
integer k. 
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Proof. Since Hk{M) is large in M, it is h- pure complete if M is h-
pure coraplete. Conversely suppose Hk{M) is h- pure complete. We 
shall use transfinite induction to prove the result. 
Let S be a subsocle of M such that S n Hi{M) C Soc(i/i(M)) 
and S n Hi{M) = Soc(A )^ for some h- pure submodule A^  of Hi{M) 
By[21] we can say that there is a h- pure submodule K of M such that 
Hi{K) == A^  and Soc(i^) = Soc(iV) = Soc{Hi{K)). Now SnHi{M) = 
Soc{Hi{K)). 
We have to show that there exists a h- pure submodule T C M 
such that S = Soc(r). We define the submodule T = K+{SnH2{M)). 
Now 
Soc(T)= Soc(X + (5nif2(M))= Soc{K) + [S n H2{M)) 
because S n H2{M) = Soc(6' n H2{M)). Again 
Soc(r) = Soc(iV) + (5 n H2{M)) C 5. 
Now 
5 = (5 n Hi{M)) U (5 n i72(M)) = Soc(AO U Soc(5 n H2{M)) 
= Soc[K U{Sn H2{M))] C Soc[K + {S n i/a W)]Soc(T) 
Therefore 5' = Soc(T). Now 
Soc(r) n Ht[M) = 5 n Ht{M) = [Soc{K) + {Sn H2{M))] n Ht{M) 
= [Soc{Hi{K) + (5 n H2{M))] n HtiM) 
= Soc{K) n Ht{M) = Soc{Ht{K]) = Soc{Ht{T). 
This implies that T is h- pure in M. 
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chapter- 3 
GENERALIZATIONS OF BASIC AND 
LARGE SUBMODULES 
CHAPTER-III 
GENERALIZATIONS OF BASIC AND LARGE 
SUBMODULES 
3.1. Introduction 
In the last chapter we studied large submodules with the help of 
basic submodules. A basic submodule is h- pure in the containing 
module but may not be an isotype and totally projective . 
Here we define generalized basic submodules for limit ordinals 
a which are totally projective. Totally projective modules are de-
fined[32,36] in different ways and their equivalence was established. 
In the second section we study the family a of all QTAG- modules 
such that M/Hij{M) is totally projective for all ordinals (3 < a. This 
is equivalent to saying that M/Hp{M) is a direct sum of countably 
generated modules. We name these modules as a- modules. The a-
basic submodules are the generalization of basic submodules and every 
a- module contains an a- basic submodule. This helps us examine the 
structure of a- pure submodules of a- modules for hmit ordinals a 
such that cc 7^  /3 + a; for any ordinal /3. 
In section three we study a- large submodule L of an a- module 
such that M = L + B where B is an a- basic submodule of M. We 
establish that L is determined by an increasing sequence of ordinals 
less than a. These a- large submodules are also studied in the light 
of totally projective modules. 
Since totally projective modules are also defined with the help of 
nice systems, emphasizing their importance section four is devoted to 
nice submodules and nice bases of QTAG- modules 
Section-2 
3.2. a- Modules and a- Basic Submodules 
We recall that for A; e ^"'", a module M is k- projective if Hk{M) = 
0 and for a limit ordinal a, it is a- projective if there exists a submod-
ules A'' bounded by a such that M/N is a direct sum of uniserial 
modules. Moreover it is totally projective if it is a- projective for all 
limit ordinals a. 
Also a reduced QTAG- module M is totally projective if it has a 
nice system and direct sums and direct summands of totally projective 
modules are also totally projective[36]. 
we start with the following. 
Definition 3.2.1. Let a denote the class of all QTAG- modules M 
such that M/Hp{M) is totally projective for all ordinals (5 < a. These 
module are called a- modules. 
Definition 3.2.2. A submodule 5 C M is an a- basic submodule of 
an Oi- module M if: 
(i) B is totally projective of length at most a\ 
(h) B is a - pure submodule of M; and 
(iii) M/B is h-divisible . 
Remark 3.2.3. For an a- basic submodule B of M and P < a , the 
/3- th Ulm invariant of B coincides with /3- th Ulm invariant of M. 
Therefore just like basic submodules [22], any two a- basic submodules 
are isomorphic. 
Definition 3.2.4. An ordinal a is said to be confinal with a; if a is 
the limit of a countable ascending sequence of ordinals. 
Definition 3.2.5. Let a be an ordinal confinal with cv and M a 
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QTAG- module. An a- high confinal tower of M is an ascending 
chain {Mk} of submodules of M such that: 
(i) for each k G Z+, Mk is a H^^i,){M)- high submodule of M; 
(ii) a = sup{cr(^')}, (7{k) < (j{k + 1); 
(iii) \ia = (5 + uj where /? is a hmit ordinal then a{k) = P + l for some 
/ G Z'^ and; 
(iv) if Q; 7^  /5 — w, for any ordinal (3, then cr(/c) = p{k) + cj for some 
limit ordinal P{k). 
Now we prove the following result: 
Lemma 3.2.6. Let M/Hp{M) be a totally projective module and B 
a basic submodule of Hg{M). If A/" is a submodule of M such that 
M/B = (N/B) 9) {Hp{M)/B) then N is totally projective. 
Proof. Let A^  be a submodule of M such that M/B = {N/B) © 
{Hg{M)/B). Now M = N + Hp{M) and A^  is maximal in M such that 
N n Hp{M) = B. Therefore N n H0+i{M) = Hp+i{N) and i/„(M) n 
N = Ha{N) for all a < /?+l implying that Hp{N) = Hp{M)^N = B. 
Now 
A7i:^^(A) = N/{Hp{M) nN)^ {Hp{M) + N)/Hp{M) = M/i/^(M) 
and Hij{N) = B is a direct sum of uniserial modules. This imphes 
that A" is also totally projective. 
Lemma 3.2.7. Let a be a limit ordinal confinal with ui such that 
a = P + to hi some ordinal /3 and M = UM^ with {M^} an a- high 
confinal tower of M. li N C M such that: 
(i) A = U Nk where Ai C A2 C • • • and Ajt is nice in M^ for each 
k, and 
(h) A C ^^(M) + Afc for all a < a{k)] then A is nice in M. 
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Proof. In order to prove that A'^  is nice in M, we have to show that 
each coset x + N contains an element x+y which is proper with respect 
to A^ . Consider x e M, x ^ N and choose k such that x G M^. Let 
P = HMix) < a{k). Now for j > k , there exists yj G Nj such that 
Huix+yj) = HMj{x+yj) > HM,{x+y') = Huix+y') for anyy' G Nj. 
Now suppose HM{X + yn) > P = HM{X) for some n> k. Then 
HMiVn+i) = HM{X) for Z = 1, 2, 3 , . . . . 
Put A = HM{X + yn), then A < (7{n) because J: + y^ G M^.. 
Again A + 1 < a{n) as a(n) is a hmit ordinal. Suppose x -j- yn 
is not proper with respect to N. Then for some /, HM{X + yn+i) > 
HM{X + yn) = A and a; + yn+i G Hx+i{M). As Hx+i{M) + A/-,, D A ,^ 
we have y„+; -- zi + yn,i where 2; G Hx+i{M) and y„,,/ ^ -^n- Therefore 
a^  + l/n,z --^ X + ZI+ yn,i G Hx+i{M) and x + ?/„,/ e Hx+i{M), which is 
not possible because HM{X + t/^ ,;) < -f^ M(a^  + Vn) = A. This imphes 
that a; + y„ is proper with respect to N and A'' is nice in M. 
Remark 3.2.8. Let o; be a limit ordinal confinal with uj such that 
a = /? + a; for some ordinal /? and M = UMk with {Mfc} an a- high 
confinal tower of M. If ^/^ denotes a collection of nice submodules of 
Mk, forming a nice system [38] and A contains all submodules N of 
M such that ; 
(i) A^  == UNk with A^ i C A^2 ^  • • • and A^^ G A- for every k and 
(ii) A^  C Ha{M) + A^fc for all cr < a{k), then the members of A 
are nice by Lemma 3.2.7. 
Lemma 3.2.9. With A as in Remark 3.2.8, if A^  G ^ and A^  C M 
such that {Ki-N)/N is countably generated , then there exists P e A 
such that P D N ^ K and P/N is countably generated. 
Proof. For each k we have a{k) = (3{k) + a;, where /5(fc) is a hmit 
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ordinal. Therefore a = sup{(j(A;)} = sup{/5(/c)] . In order to show 
that P C Hff{M) + Pk for each ordinal a < a{k), we have to prove 
that P C Hf3^k)+i{M) + Pk for every / < to. 
Let N e A and i^ a submodule of M such that i^ /A/" is countably 
generated. Now K = N+ {^XiR), i<u). Put T = E xiR and T^ = 
T n Affc. Now we have to construct submodules Pf C P^ ^ C . . . C P^ ^ 
such that: 
a) Ni C Pf for i < k, 
(b) Pj C Pi" for ^ < k, 
(c) /^^ € ^ , 
id) Plx, C H^,^i^+i{M)+Pt for Kuj, 
(e) Ti C i^ ^ and 
(f) Pj'/Ni is countably generated for i < k. 
For each i < cu, put Pj = \Jk>iPi- Now Pj G A: and Pj C P^^j^-^. Again 
P.+i = ^h>^+lPt+l Q Ufc>j+i(if^(j)+z(M) + P-^ ) = Hp^i^+i{M) + P, for 
/ < w, thus P5;+yj C Hp[i^^i{M) + Pj for all n < cj, I < LO. 
li P = Ui^^Pi then K C P and P/A'' is countably generated. 
Moreover P E A because P C Hp(^j^j^i{M) + Pj for every i and L 
Now we shall construct PJ'^^ for 1 < i < k + 1. For 1 < i < k, 
put Pj,o = N^, Pj,i = pj", Pfc+1,0 = A^ fc+1- Let Pk^i,i belong to A + i 
such that P^ +^1,1 D PJ: + A^^ +i + T .^+i and Pk+i,i/Nk+i is countably 
generated. Inductively we may define a family of submodules Pij 
with 1 < i < /c + 1 and j < co, satisfying the following conditions. 
(i) P,j C P,^i for j < /, 
(ii) P,,j e A , 
iii) Pij+i/Pij is countably generated, 
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(iv) Pi+i,2j C H0^i)+i{M) + Pi^2j for l<i<k and j,l <u; and 
(v) Pi,2j+i ^ -Pi4i,2j+i for all 1 < i < k and j <oo. 
Now if we put 7^ +^^  = U,-<^P,j , then Uj<^P,,2i = P^^^ = 
yjj<ujPi,2j+u and 
by (iv) 
PiV = U,<.^.+i,2, C U,<.(//;,(,)+KM) + P,2,) - %z)+/(M) + i^^--\ 
for alH < Co*, 1 < i < A;, and by (i;) 
for all 1 < 2 < /c. The above five conditions are satisfied by the sub-
modules P/, 
1 < z < j < fc + l. 
Since Pij+i/Pij is countably generated for each 
J < u, P^^'IN, = Pt+'/P,,o = U,<.(P,,+i)/P,o 
is also countably generated for all 1 < z < A;+1 and the condition(/) 
is also satisfied. 
To apply induction we assume that Pij satisfy conditions (z) -> (v) 
for all 1 < z < /c + 1 and j <2m+ 1. 
To define Pi ,2)n+2 for 1 < 2 < A;+l , w e p u t PkH,2m+2 = Pfc+l,2m+ia'nd 
assume that for some positive integer t < k, Pi,2m+2 is defined for each 
t+l<i<k-l. 
Let Pi+i,2m+2 = Pt+i,2m + {J^j<u,yjR). Siuce M C Hp(^t)+i{M) + 
Mu ^ViR Q Pt+i,2m+2, we have yj = Xj^i + x'j^^ where Xj^i G Hp^t)+i{M) 
and x'-1 € Mt for each jJ<Lu. Let 
Qt,2m+2 = ^x'j^lR Q Mt. 
Now Pt,2m+2 € A such that 
Pf,2m+2 =^  Pi,2m+]+<5i,2,n+2 and Pt,2m+2/^ i,2m+i IS couutably generated. 
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S i n c e Pt+l,2m C H0^t)+l{M) + Pt,2m Q Hp^t)M{M) + Pt,2m+l 
,2m+2 
and ^yiR C Hp^t)+i{M) + Qk,2m+2 Q Hp^t)+i{M) + Pt,2m+2-
We ha.ve 
Pt+i,2m+2 Q Hfj^t)+i{M) + Pt,2m+2 for each I < u. 
Now we have submodules Pij satisfying the above five conditions for 
all 1 < •j < fc + 1 and j < 2m + 2. 
We may define Pi,2m+3 = Pi,2m+2 and assume that for some in-
teger t < k, Pi,2m+3 has been defined for each 1 < z < t. Since 
Pt,2m+3/Pt,2m+i ^^ countably generated and 
Pt,2m+1 ^ Pt+l,2m+l ^ Pt+l,2m+2i {Pt,2m+3 + Pt+l,2m+2)/Pt+l,2m+2 
is countably generated. 
Therefore there exists Pi+i_2m+3 G A+i such that 
,2m+3 ,2m+3 ,2m+2 
and Pt+i,2m+'j/Pt+i,2m+2 Is couutably generated and the submodules 
Pjj for 1 < 2 < A; + 1 and 0 < j < 2m -\- 3 satisfy the five conditions. 
Lemma 3.2.10. For an ordinal cr, confinal with oj, if M/H(j{M) is 
totally projective, then every Ha{M)- high submodule of M is totally 
projective. 
Proof. Let A^  be a H„{M)- high submodule of M. Since 
N'^{N + Ha[M))/H,{M) 
and (.A*" + Ha{M))/Hff{M) is a- pure in the a- projective module 
M/Hcr{M), N is (7- projective. Since cr is a hmit ordinal, N/Hp{N) = 
M/Hp{M) is p- projective for all ordinals p < a. 
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Therefore A'' is totally projective. 
Theorem 3.2.11. Let a be a limit ordinal confinal with a;, and {Mj,} 
an a- high confinal tower of M, If M is an a- module, then UMk is 
totally projective of length at most a. 
Proof. Since UMk is an isotype submodule of M, its length can not 
be greater than a. Iia = P-hu; for some ordinal /?, then consider the 
submodule {UMk} H Hp{M) of //^(M). Now Mk n Hp+^{M) = 0 for 
every k, therefore 
H^iUMk) n HpiM)) = U(M, n Hf^+UM)) = 0, 
and {UMk) U Hp{M) is a QTAG - module free from the elements of 
infinite height. Since 
{UMk) n Hp{M) = U{Mk n Hp{M)) =-- UHp{Mk) 
is the union of an ascending chain of bounded modules. Therefore 
by [40] {UMk) n Hp{M) is a direct sum of uniserial modules. Now 
{UMk)nHp{M) is a h- pure submodule ofHp{M) and UMk+Hp{M) = 
M. Therefore (UM )^ n Hp{M) is a basic submodule of Hp{M). Since 
M is an a- module, M/Hp{M) is totally projective, by Lemma 3.2.6, 
UMk is totally projective. 
On the other hand if a ^^^ /? + a; for any ordinal /?, then by Lemma 
3.2.10, Mk is totally projective for every k. In order to show that 
UMk is totally projective, we have to show that it has a nice system 
of modules. Let A denote the family of nice submodules N of UMk 
such that 
(a) A'' = UAfc with Ni C N2 C ... and A^fc is a nice submodule of Mk 
for every k, 
(b) A^  C Ha{M) + Nk for all a < a{k). 
Trivially {0} £ A. Then ioi N e A and a submodule K oi M such 
that N+K/N is countably generated, there exists a submodule PeA 
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such that N + K C P and P/N is countably generated. We have to 
show that sum of any two members of A is in A. 
Suppose [Ni}ia C A with Ni = Uk<coNk^i, where 
(i) Nk, C Ni^, for k<l , 
(ii) ^k,i ^ Ak for each k and 
(iii) for each /c and a < a{k), Ai C Ha{M) + Ni^k. 
Now 
and 
Sie/iVfc,,: C E^ e/iV^^ i, and SigjiV^^ j € A 
Since cr < (j{k) for every fc, we have 
Therefore ^ieiNi E ^ . 
Lemma 3.2.12. Let {Mk} be an a- high confinal tower of M. If 
iV = U{i¥fc} , then TV is a- pure in M. 
Proof. Since A^  is an isotype it is h- neat submodule of M. For a < a, 
there exists a positive integer k such that a < a{k) and 
Soc(M) = Soc (Mfc) + Soc{H^{M)) = Soc(iV) + Soc{H^{M)). 
Thus A' is a- pure in M. With the help of above discussion we are 
able to infer the following: 
Theorem 3.2.13. 
(i) If M is an a- module with a confinal with to. Then M contains 
an a- basic submodule. 
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(ii) If M is a h- reduced QTAG- module which contains a proper a-
basic submodule then M is an a- module where a is confinal with 
CO. 
Proof. The preceding two results imply (i). For (ii) consider a proper 
a- basic submodule B of the h- reduced QTAG- module M. For 
a < a, 
M/H,[M) = {B + H,{M))IH,{M) ^ B/{B n H,{M)) = B/H,[B) 
is totally projective. Therefore M is an a- module and a must be 
confinal with uo. 
For the limit ordinals a such that a^ (5 + uj ioi any ordinal /?, we 
shall investigate the a- pure submodules of a- modules. 
Proposition 3.2.14. Let M be a direct sum of countably generated 
modules such that M = U/j<aM/3, where [Mp] is an a- high confinal 
tower. If A'' is an a- pure submodule of M such that for each /3, Nr\Mp 
is a j3- high submodule of N^ then A^  is a direct summand of M. 
Proof. Since iV n Mg is {(5 + 1)- pure in A^  and N is OL- pure in M, 
A^  n M/3 is (/? + 1)- pure in M and hence (/? + 1)- pure in Mp. As Mp 
is a direct sum of countably generated modules, M^ is (5- projective. 
Therefore there is a direct decomposition Mff = {N {~\ Mj)) © Kp for 
every (3 < a. Now 
M/A^=:U;3<«((M^+A^)/A^) and {Mp+N)/N ^ Mp/{Mpr\N)^- Kp 
is a direct sum of countably generated modules for every /?. Since A^  
is a- pure in M, we have 
Soc{Hp{M/N)) = {Soc{Hp{M) + Ar)/Ar for /3 < a, 
therefore 
Soc(Af/A^)= Soc {{Mp + N)/N)(B Soc{Hp{M/N)). 
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Due to this direct decomposition it is sufficient to show that 
{Mf3 + N)/N is h- pure in M/N. for (3>UJ. 
Now Soc(M^ + TV) = Soc{Kp © iV) = Soc(i^^) © Soc(A )^ 
= Soc{Kp)® Soc{NnMp)® Soc{Hp{N)) 
= Soc{Mp)(S Soc{Hp{N)). 
If P > Lj and X e Soc{Mp + N) then x = y + z where y G Soc(M3), 
z e Soc{Hf3{N)) C H^{N). liHM{x) is finite then HM{X) = HM,{y) = 
HM{y) = H(^Mp+N){x) and if H[x) is infinite then HM^iy) is infinite in 
Mp and x has infinite height in Mp + A^ . Therefore Mp + N \s h- pure 
in M and (Mg + A )^/A^ is h- pure in M/A/", implying that AT is a direct 
summand of M. 
The following remarks are the immediate consequences of the propo-
sition 3.2.14 and the above discussion. 
Remark 3.2.15. Let a be an ordinal confinal with uj and A^  an a-
pure submodule of M such that {A^ fc} is an a- high confinal tower of 
A''. Then there exists an a- high confinal tower {Mk\ of M such that 
A^fc C Mfc and Nk = N n Mk for each k. 
Remark 3.2.16. Let a j^ (3 + u foi any P and M a totally projective 
module and that M — UMk where {Mk} is an a- high confinal tower. 
If A'' is an a- pure submodule of M such that for each k^N D Mk is a 
Ha[k){N)- high submodule of A^ , then A'^  is a summand of M. 
Theorem 3.2.17. Let a be any limit ordinal such that a j^ (3 -\- to 
for any (5 and M an a- module. If N is an a- pure submodule of M, 
then A' is an a - module. 
Proof. For an ordinal o; y^  /?+a;, let {A^ fc} be a a- high confinal tower 
of N. Now by Remark 3.2.15 there exists an a- high confinal tower 
{Mk} of M such that Nk = N 0 Mk for each k. Since M is an a-
module, UMk is totally projective by Lemma 3.2.11. 
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Again by Remark 3.2.16, UA^^ is an a- basic submodule of N and 
by Theorem 3.2.13, N is an a- module. 
Section-3 
3,3. OL- Large Submodules 
A fully invariant submodule L C M is large in M if L+B — M, for 
every basic submodule B CM.ln the last section we generalized basic 
submodules as a- basic submodules and now with these submodules 
we shall define a- large submodules and characterize them. 
We have shown in the last section that an a- module M contains 
a proper a- basic submodule if and only if a is confinal with LO. 
If M is an a- module of length < a, then M is totally projective, 
therefore we shall discuss a- modules of length at least o;. 
A submodule i^ of M is an a- basic submodule if and only if the 
following hold: 
(i) B is totally projective module of length < a, 
(ii) Soc(M) C H^{M)+ Soc [B) for all (5 < a, 
(iii) No submodule of M properly contains B, having the socle equal 
toSoc(5). 
We start with the following : 
Definition 3,3.1. A fully invariant submodule L of the a- module 
M is a~ large if M = S + L for all a- basic submodules B of M. 
Definition 3,3,2. Let v = ((7(0),(J(1), . . . ,o-(^^)...) denote a se-
quence of ordinals and the symbol oo such that for any k and t, G[k) < 
a{k + l) iia{k) is an ordinal and a{t + l) = oo if cr(t) = oo. Now v sat-
isfies the gap condition for an QTAG- module M if a{k)-\-l < cr(fc + l) 
for some /c, implies that Dim invariant of M corresponding to (j{k) is 
non zero. 
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Remark 3.3.3. If v satisfies the gap condition for a h- reduced 
QTAG- module M such that each ordinal is less than the length of 
M, then v is called the U- sequence for M. 
Definition 3.3.4. Let M be a QTAG- module and v = ((7(0), (j(l), . . . , 
cr(fc)...) is a sequence of ordinals and oo. Then we define M'" = (x G 
M\x e H„ij^yk[M) for every k}. Here cr(/c) = oo for all fc > n where 
n is a fixed integer if and only if Hn+i{M^) = 0. Initially we discuss 
the a- modules of length a. 
Proposition 3.3.5. Let iV be a submodule of an a- module M such 
that A^  n Hp{M) = 0 for some P < a. Then A'' is contained in some 
a~ basic submodule of M. 
Proof. Let /? be the first ordinal such that A^  n Hf]{M) = 0 and 
{[^{k)}k<:oj denote an increasing sequence of ordinals greater than /? 
with supremum a. 
We may define a sequence of submodules {T^} such that T^ is 
maximal in Soc(M) with respect to the property TknHp(^k){M) — 0. 
If B is maximal in Soc (M) such that B D N and Soc (5) = 
U{Tk}k<uj, then B is a- summable, Soc (M) C H^{M)+ Soc (B) 
and there is no submodule K of M, which properly contains B such 
that Soc(i^) = Soc(B). 
Thus for each p < a, B/Hp{B) ^ M/Hp{M) and B is an a-
module. Since an a- module of length a is totally projective if and 
only if it is a- summable a- module, B is totally projective hence an 
a- basic submodule. 
An immediate consequence of Proposition 3.3.5, may be state as 
follows, 
Remark 3.3.6. If B is an a- basic submodule of an a- module M, 
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length of M > a, and A^ , K are fully invariant submodules of M, then 
[N + B)r^K={Nf^K) + {B(^K). 
Proposition 3.3.7. Let A'" be a finitely generated submodule of an 
a- module M. li N f] Hp{M) = 0 for some /? < a, then M = K®T 
where N C K and /T is a summand of some ex- basic submodule of 
M. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.3.5, N is contained in an a- basic submodule 
BoiM. 
Now the length of B is a which is a limit ordinal, B = ©{A}ie/ and 
for every z, 5j is totally projective module of length less than a. Since 
N is finitely generated, there exists a finite subset J C I such that 
A^  C Q{Bj}j^j = K. 
We put T = ®{Bi}iei-j + Hp{M), where (3 is the supremum of 
length of {Bjjja, thus M^K®T 
Definition 3.3.8. For a QTAG- module M, a U- sequence v = 
(^(0), (j[l),..., (j{k),...) is said to be a Up- sequence for M if each 
o{k) is an ordinal less than /3. 
Theorem 3.3.9. Let M be an a- module of length a. Then L is 
an a- large submodule of M if and only if L = M" where ti is a [4-
sequence for M. 
Proof. Let L be an a- large submodule in M. Since L is fully invariant 
it is determined by v, where v — (cr(0),(T(l),... ,cr(/c),...) is a V-
sequence for M. In other words L = M^ 
Now if (7(A;) is an ordinal for some k then u[k) < a. Moreover 
all the symbols a(k) are ordinals because a- large submodules are 
unbounded and this is a Ua- sequence. 
For the converse suppose L is determined by a Ua- sequence v for 
M that is L = M". If a; G M, e{x) = n, then we may write x = y + z 
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where y £ B, z e H^^n){M) and e{y) < e{x). Here B is an a- basic 
submodule of M. Thus z e L, a. module determined by a Ua- sequence 
of M. 
Remark 3.3.10. A submodule L is a- large in M whenever L is 
determined by a Ua- sequence of M. This is true even if the length of 
M exceeds a. 
We may infer that if M is an a- module of length a, then L is an 
a~ large submodule of M if and only if L is unbounded, fully invariant 
submodule of M. 
Now we focus on the a- modules of length greater than a. 
For two fully invariant submodules N^ K C M and an a- basic 
submodule B of M, by Remark 3.3.6, we have 
{N + B) n K = [N n K) + {B n K). 
By replacing A'' by an a- large submodule L and K by Ha{M), we 
may say that L D Ha{M). 
If Hk{L/Ha{M)) = 0, then Ha{M) = Hk{L) and M = B®H^{M) 
for any a- basic submodule of M because Hk{L) is also an a- large 
submodule of M. As a- modules are h- reduced L/Ha{M) is an un-
bounded submodule of M/Ha{M). 
For any QTAG- module M, the submodules [Hk{M)}k, 
fc = 0,1,2,. . . , cx) form a neighborhood system of zero, giving rise to 
h- topology [28]. 
If k is replaced by any arbitrary limit ordinal less than or equal to 
a, then h- topology may by extended to a- topology. 
All the definitions and results which hold for h- topology may be 
extended for a- topology . In a- topology, any submodule A^  of_M, 
we may define the closure of N as r\fi<a{N + i//?(M)) denoted by N. 
Proposition 3.3.11. Let A^  be a fully invariant submodule of M and 
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B an a- basic submodule of M, then N C N DB. The equahty holds 
if M has length a and A^  is unbounded. 
Proof. lf./3 < a, then by Remark 3.3.6, we get N C {NnB) + Hp{M) 
and therefore N C NnB. If the length of M is o; and iV = AF, 
determined by the Ug- sequence v = (a-(O), a{l),..., a{k),...) for M, 
then for X G NnB, e{x) = m, we may write a: = 6 + 2; for some 
z e /f^(„,)(M), 6 G 5^ with e(6) < e(a;). This implies that x e N 
or N = NnB. 
Proposition 3.3.12. If S is an a- basic submodule of M and L is 
an a- large submodule of M, then L = LH B. 
Proof. As M = L + B and L C L n 5 , we have 
LnB = {L + B)nLnB = L + {BnLnB). 
We have to show that 5 n ( L n B ) C L n B . 
Since B is /i- pure, B fl (L fl 5) is equal to the closure of Ln B 
in B, and the result holds by Proposition 3.3.11, because L n B is a 
fully invariant submodule of B. For z e LDB and an endomorphism 
(f) of B, we may get a submodule N C B such that zi? + 4^{z)R C A?" 
and M == A^  ® A' for some K. 
Therefore there exists an endomorphism of A'^  which maps z onto 
^(z) which may be extended to an endomorphism of M. Again L is 
a fully invariant submodule of M, (f)[z) G L. Now x = (/)(z) + 2; G L, 
Thus Ln B C L and the result follows. 
Corollary 3.3.13. If A^  is an unbounded fully invariant submodule of 
an a- basic submodule 5 of M, then A" is a fully invariant submodule 
ofM. 
Proof. If i; is a U- sequence for B, then we may write ^  = B^'. Since 
V is also a U- sequence for M, M" = W7W - B^ = iV. 
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Proposition 3.3.14. L is an a- large submodule of an a- module M 
if and only if L/Ha{M) is an a- large submodule of M/Ha{M). 
Proof. Consider L an a- large submodule of M. Since M/Ha{M) is 
an a- module of length a, L/Ha{M) is unbounded. Let B be an a-
basic submodule of M, then 
{L/H,{M)) n[B^ H,{M)/H,{M)] = {{L n S) + H^{M))/H^{M) 
which is isomorphic to L n 5 , hence unbounded by Proposition 3.3.12, 
and [B 4- Ha{M))/Ha{M) is isomorphic to B. 
This implies that {L/Ha{M)) n {{B + Ha{M))/Hc{M)] is an un-
bounded fully invariant submodule of {B + Ha{M))/Ha{M) an a-
basic submodule of M/Ha{M). 
Since IA^B = L, by Proposition 3.3.12, {{Ln B) + Ha{M))/Ha{M), 
the closure in M/Ha{M) is L/Ha{M). Moreover {B+Ha{M))/Ha{M) 
is an a- basic submodule ofM/Ha{M), by Corollary 3.3.13, L/Ha{M) 
is fully invariant submodule of M/Ha{M). 
Conversely if L/Ha{M) is an a- large submodule of M/Ha{M), 
then L is a fully invariant submodule of M. Since for an a- basic 
submodule B of M, 
M/Ha{M) = ({B + Ha{M)/H,{M)) + {L/H^{M)), M^L + B 
and L is an a- large submodule of M. 
Theorem 3.3.15. L is an a- large submodule of M if and only if 
L = M^, where v is a [/«- sequence for M. 
Proof. Since L is a- large in M if and only if L/Ha{M) is a- large 
in M/Ha{M) therefore L is a- large in M if and only if L/Ha{M) = 
{M/Ha{M))\ for some [/«- sequence ?; for M/Ha{M). 
Now ^ is a t/a- sequence for M and {M/Ha{M)Y = MyHa{M). 
Thus L is a- large in M if and only if L/Ha{M) - MyHa{M) and 
the result follows. 
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Now we shall discuss some properties shared by the a- modules 
and their a- large submodules. 
Proposition 3.3.16. If L is an a- large submodule of M and P < 
length of L/Ha{M), then Hp{L) is a- large submodule in M. 
Proof. Let P = to + p and the length of L/Ha{M) is a; + 7 where 
/9 < 7. If L = M", where v = (cr(0), a-(l) , . . . , o-(/c),...) and r = 
sup(^(^-)}fc<,;, theni7^(L) = Hr{M), therefore Hp{L) = Hp{H^{L)) = 
Hp+r{M) and r + p < a. 
Remark 3.3.17. Let A^  be a fully invariant submodule of the totally 
projective module M. Then A'' and M/N are totally projective and 
length of M/N < length of M. 
Remark 3.3.18. If 5 is an o;- basic submodule of M then 
M/L = {L + B)/L ^ B/{L n B), 
where L fl -6 is a fully invariant submodule of the totally projective 
module B. In other words, M/L is totally projective whenever L is 
an a- large submodule of M. 
Theorem 3.3.19. An a- large submodule L C M is totally projective 
only if M is totally projective. 
Proof. If the length of M is o; = a;, then the result follows the last 
chapter. Suppose the result holds for all the limit ordinals 3 < a 
where (5 is cofinal with UJ. If ?; = (cr(0), a ( l ) , . . . , o"(fc),...) is a f4-
sequence for M and L — M^, then we put r = sup{cr(/c)}fe<t^ . 
Now T < a OJ: T = a and we shall discuss the two cases sepa-
rately. If r < a, {M/Hr{M)y = L/Hr{M) = L/H^{L) is a totally 
projective module and it is a r- large submodule of the r- module 
M/Hr{M). Inductively M/Hr{M) is a totally projective module as 
Hj[M) = H^{L)^ thus M is totally projective. 
If r = Q;, then H^(L) = Hr{M) = 0 and by [41] L is a- summable, 
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^ ^ 
therefore Soc(L) = U{Tk}k<^, Tk C Tk+i and 11 n iffc(-i?-) = 0 for each 
k < u. Since SOC{H„{Q'^{M)) = Soc(L), if(^ (o)(M) is a cr- summable p-
module of length p, here p is a hmit ordinal cofinal with uj. 
For each k G Z^, there is an ordinal p{k){< p) equal to the length 
of H^(^o){M), such that a{k) = a{Q) + p{k) < cr(0) + p ^ a. Now 
p = sup{p(fc)}fc<a;, thus p is cofinal with cu. 
Again r^n Soc {Hp^k){Haio){M))) C T^  n Soc{H,^k){M)) C T^  n 
Hk{L) = 0, thus ii^ £^ (o)(M) is cr- summable. Since M is an a- module, 
for any ordinal /? < p, M/Hp{H,^Q){M)) and H,^Q){M/Hp{H^^Q){M))) 
are totally projective. Therefore H^(^Q^{M)/HIJ{HU^Q^{M)) is a totally 
projective module and /f^(o)(^) is an a- module. Again by [41], 
H„(^Q)[M) is a totally projective module as M/H^(i^){M) is totally pro-
jective. Thus M is also totally projective. 
If the length of M is greater than a, then Hr{M) = H^{L) ^ 0 
where 
r = sup{cr(/i;)}/o< .^ Therefore L/Hi^{L) = L/Hr{M) is a totally pro-
jective module and r-large in M/Hr{M). Also M/Hr{M) is totally 
projective because Hr{M) = H^{L). 
Theorem 3.3.20. If L is an a- large submodule of an a- module 
M and B is an a- basic submodule of M, then L fi 5 is a r-basic 
submodule of B where r is the length of L/Ha{M). 
Proof. Let ?; be a Ua- sequence for M and L = M"". Then LnB = B"" 
is a fully invariant submodule of the totally projective submodule B. 
By Remark 3.3.17, L fl 5 is a totally projective module. 
If 
p = sup{o-(fc)}A;<^  and a = p + p, T = oj + (5, 
then 
Hr{B') = HpiH^iB'^)) = Hp{Hp{B) = H^[B) = 0. 
Therefore the length of B^ < r. Since Hfi{L) is a- large in M, by 
Remark 3.3.6, 
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Soc {Hp{M)) = Soc {{Hp{M)) n (B + Hp{L)) = Soc {Hp{B))+ 
Soc {Hp{L)). 
Again B is an a- basic submodule of M, 
Soc(M) = Soc{Hp{M)) + Soc(5) = Soc(5) + Soc{Hp{L)). 
Now 
Soc(L) = L n Soc (M) = L n (Soc(B) + Soc{Hp{L))) 
= Soc [Ln B) +Soc Hp{L). 
In order to show that L does not contain a proper submodule N such 
that Soc {N) = Soc(L D B), we have to show that 
Hi{L) n{LnB)C Hi{L n B) or Hi{L) D B C i^i(B^). 
Let y G Hi{L) n B such that d{xR/yR) — 1 for some a: G L. 
Now ?/ G {Ha[i)[M) n 5) C if^(o)+i(-S) and y = 6' such that 
d[hR/h'R) = 1, for some h G H^{o){B). This imphes that 6 G 5^ and 
We can immediately conclude that for an a- large submodule L of 
an a- module M, L is a (3- module if (3 is the length of L/Ha{M). 
Section-4 
3.4. Nice Bases of QTAG- Modules 
Totally projective modules are defined in terms of nice submodules 
[32,36] thus are very significant. Here we extend this study to the 
modules containing nice bases submodule. 
We start with the following: 
Definition 3.4.1. A QTAG- module M has a nice basis if it can be 
expressed as M = Uk<ujMi^, Mk C Mk+i Q M and each Mk is nice in 
M and a direct sum of uniserial modules. 
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Remark 3.4.2, If each Mk is bounded then M has a bounded nice 
basis. 
Proposition 3.4.3. Let N be a submodule of M such that Hi^{N) = 
Huj{M). If M has a (bounded) nice basis, then A^" also has a (bounded) 
nice basis. 
Proof. Let {Mk}k<u; be the (bounded) nice basis of M. Now M = 
Ufc<a;Mfc, Mfc C Mk+i and every M^ is a (bounded) nice submodule of 
M, which is a direct sum of uniserial modules. Now A^  = \Jk<w{^k^N) 
and all the intersections are (bounded) and the direct sums of uniserial 
modules. For a limit ordinal a, 
np^a{(MknN)+Hp{N)) C n,<,(M,+i/,(M))niV = {A4k+H,{M))nN 
= {Mk + H,{N)) n TV = H,{N) + [Mk D N) 
and the result foUows. 
Corollary 3.4.4. A direct summand of a module M with a (bounded) 
nice basis and a separable complement also has a (bounded) nice ba-
sis. 
Proof, Let A^  be a direct summand of M, with a separable comple-
ment K. Now M = KQN. Since H^{K) = 0,H^{M) = H^{N) and 
by proposition 3.4.3, N has a (bounded) nice basis. 
Proposition 3.4.5. Let N he a nice submodule of M such that M/N 
has a bounded nice basis. Then 
(i) if A^  is bounded, then M has a bounded nice basis; 
(ii) if N is a direct sum of uniserial modules, then M has a nice basis. 
Proof. We may express M/N = Uk<uj{Mk/N) where Mk C Mk-^i C 
M, Mk/N is nice in M/N and it is bounded. Now by [32,36) Mk is 
nice in M. Since A^  is bounded Mk must be bounded and (z) follows. 
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Again M^/N is bounded by [41] M^ is a direct sum of uniserial 
modules. Now M = Uk<uMk and (M) follows. 
Remark 3.4.6. Since Hfj[M) is nice in M for every ordinal cr, if 
M/Ha{M) has a bounded nice basis and Ha{M) is a direct sum of 
uniserial modules, then M has a nice basis 
Remark 3.4.7. If M/Ha{M) has a bounded nice basis and Ha{M) 
is bounded then M has a bounded nice basis. Here u is any ordi-
nal number. Also, if M has a bounded nice basis, then H(j{M) and 
M/Ha{M) have bounded nice bases. 
Remark 3.4.8. If the length of M is a < a;.2, i.e. a = (5 + uj ioi 
some ordinal j3 and M/Hp{M) has a bounded nice basis, then M has 
a bounded nice basis 
Proposition 3.4.9. If H^{M) is a direct sum of uniserial modules, 
then M has a nice basis. If H^[M) is bounded too then M has a 
bounded nice basis. 
Proof. Since M/Hi_j{M) is separable , it has a bounded nice basis by 
Remark 3.4.8. We may express M/H^{M) as Uk<^H''{M/H^{M)). 
Again H''{M/H^{M)) = Mk/H^{M) for some modules Mk such that 
Mk C Mfc+i C M and Hk{Mk) C H^{M). Thus M = Ufc<,M .^ and 
Hk[Mk) is a direct sum of uniserial modules, Mj- is also a direct sum 
of uniserial modules [41]. Since Mk/H^{M) = H^[MIH^{M)) is nice 
in M/H^{M) and H^{M) is nice in M by [32,36] every Mk is nice in 
M and the result foUows. 
Proposition 3.4.10. Let a be an ordinal such that M/Ha{M) is 
countably generated and Ha{M) has a (bounded) nice basis. Then M 
has a (bounded) nice basis. 
Proof. Let M/H^{M) = Uk<UMk/Hc,{M)) where Mk C M^+i C M 
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and Mk/Ha{M) are finitely generated for every k e Z^. Now M — 
Ufc<yMfc and for every k, Mu = Ha{M) + Tk where Tk are finitely 
generated and Tk ^ T^+i. Again 
H^[M) = Ufc<^ iVfc, Nk C iVfc+i C i/^(M), such that 
A^ [.s are nice in Ha{M) and M, and A^ (,s are (bounded) direct sums 
of uniserial modules. Now M = lJin<u[Nn + T )^ where A/"„ + T„ C 
A^ n,+i + T„+i C M. Since T/^ s are finitely generated all Nn + T^ are nice 
in M and are (bounded) direct sums of uniserial modules[41] and the 
result follows. 
The following result is an immediate consequence of Proposition 
3.4.10. 
Corollary 3.4.11. If the length of the module M is less than uj.2 and 
M/H^^,{M] is countably generated then M has a bounded nice basis. 
Proposition 3.4.12. If M is a module such that H^^{M) is countably 
generated, then M is the union of a countable ascending chain tower 
of nice direct sums of countably generated modules. 
Proof. Since the separable modules have a bounded nice basis 
M/H,,{M) = \Jk<.{Mk/K.{M)) where Mk/H^{M) C Mk+i/H^{M) 
are nice submodules of M/H^j{M) and they are bounded such that 
Hk{Mi) C H^j{M). Now M[,s are nice in M and they are the direct 
sums of countably generated modules and M — Uk<ujMk, the result 
follows. 
Following is the immediate consequence of the above Proposition. 
Corollary 3.4.13. If M is a QTAG- module of length at most (JJ.2 
such that H^^{M] is countably generated, then M has a nice basis. 
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ELONGATIONS OF TOTALLY 
PROJECTIVE AND SUMMABLE 
QTAG- MODULES 
CHAPTER-IV 
ELONGATIONS OF TOTALLY PROJECTIVE AND 
SUMMABLE QrAG-MODULES. 
4.1. Introduction 
Mehdi[33] studied {tv + n)- projective QTAG- modules by using 
their submodules contained in H"{M). These modules M contain nice 
submodules N C H'^{M) such that M/N is a direct sum of uniserial 
modules. In this chapter we investigate the class A of the QTAG-
modules M, containing nice submodules A^  C H''[M) such that M/N 
is totally projective. 
In section two we shall study u- elongations of M and the sub-
family Ak of A in which the submodules A'' are without elements of 
infinite height. We prove that a direct summand of any module in Ak 
also belongs to Ak and any two modules M, M' in Ak are isomorphic if 
and only if there is a height preserving isomorphism between H^{M) 
and H''{M'). 
In section three we study cu- elongations of a totally projective 
module by a {co-j-k)- projective module. We also study separate strong 
uj- elongations of a totally projective module by separable (a; + k)-
projective modules. A module M is summable if Soc (M) = ©a<T'S'a 
where Sa is the set of all elements of Ha{M) which are not in Ha+i [M], 
where r is the length of M. 
In section four we prove that the direct sum of bounded separate, 
strong u- elongations of summable modules by (a; + k)- projective 
module is bounded separate strong u- elongation of a summable mod-
ule by a (w + k)- projective module. We also show that any bounded 
strong Lu- elongation of a summable module by a (w + k)- projective 
module is a summable module. 
In the last section we investigate special a- elongation of a totally 
projective module and find that it is an a — S- module if and only if 
it is a totally projective module. 
Section-2 
4.2. Elongations of Totally Projective QTAG- Modules by 
(a; + k)- Projective QTAG- Modules. 
We start with the following lemmas: 
Lemma 4.2.1. Let M be a QTAG- module and N C M such that 
A^  n H^{M) = 0, then A^  is nice in M if and only if A^  0 H^{M) is 
nice in M. 
Proof . Suppose A'' is nice in M. Since a submodule K is nice in M 
if M/K is separable, it is sufficient to show that M/{N © H^{M)) is 
separable. If H{x) is infinite in MI[N ® H^{M)), where x = x + N® 
H^{M.), then there exist a sequence {x^} m N ® H^{M) such that 
H[x -\- Xk) > /?, for every k G Z^. 
If Xk = yk + Zk where yu e N, Zk e H^{M), then H{x + Vk) > k 
and the coset x + N has infinite height in M/N. Now for some u ^ N, 
H{x + u) > uj and x^-u^{x+ u) e NQH^{M), thus N® H^{M) 
is nice in M. 
For the converse suppose N^H^{M) is nice in M. Since H^{M) C 
N © H^{M), M/{N © H^{M)) must be separable. By the previous 
argument an element x + N has height to in M/N if and only if it can 
be represented by an element of H^[M) and the result follows. 
Lemma 4.2.2. If N is nice submodule of H^{M) C M which is 
bounded by k such that A^  n H^(M) = 0, and M/N is totally projec-
tive, then 
(i) M/{N © H^{M)) is a direct sum of uniserial modules and 
(ii) M/H^{M) is {LO + k)- projective. 
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Proof . Since A'' is a nice submodule we have H^^M/N) = {Hi^,{M) + 
N)/N. Now M/{N®H^{M)) ^ {M/N)/H^{M/N), and M/N is to-
tally projective, therefore {M/N)/H^{M/N) is a direct sum of unise-
rial modules. Thus M/{N © H^j{M)) is also a direct sum of uniserial 
modules. 
Again {NQ-) H^{M))/H^{M) is a submodule of M/H^{M), which 
is bounded by k. Thus M/H^{M) is (a; + k)- projective module. 
Lemma 4.2.3. Let M be a QTAG- module and A^  a submodule of 
H''{M) C M such that NnH^{M) = 0. If H^{M) is totally projective 
and M/{N © H^{M)) is a direct sum of uniserial modules then MJN 
is totally projective. 
Proof . Now A^  © H^[M) is nice in M, therefore by Lemma 4.2.1, 
A^  is a nice submodule of M. This implies that H^[M/N) = {N ® 
H^{M))/N ^ H^{M), because A^  n H^{M) = 0. Again, 
{M/N)/H^{M/N) = {M/N)/{N © H^{M))/N ^ M/{N © H^{M)) 
is a direct sum of uniserial modules implying that M/N is totally 
projective 
Lemma 4.2.4. Let A^  be a submodule of ii'^'(M) C M such that 
NnH,^{M) = 0. Then the Ulm-invariants oiN(BH^{M) with respect 
to M can be determined by H^{M) 
Proof . The a- th Ulm invariant of N®H^{M) with respect to M is 
5(Soc(i7,(M))/((if,+i(M) + (Ar©i/,(M))) nSoc(/f,(M))') [33]. 
If a is an integer, then H^+i{M) + N e H^{M) = H^+i{M) + A^  and 
if X G H^+i{M), yeN such that x + ye Soc(iJ^+i(M) + A )^, then 
there exist x',y' such that d{x'R/xR) = A: - 1 = d{y'R/yR). 
This implies that a; G H^+i(H^(M)) and Soc(i^^+i(M) + A^  + 
F^(M)) = ^oc[H,^i{H\M)) + A^ ] and if a > a;. 
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then Ha{M) C N + Ht^[M) and the a- th relative Ulm- invariant is 
zero. 
Definition 4.2.5. A QTAG- module M is h- distinctive if there is 
a monomorphism from M into a direct sum of uniserial modules that 
does not decrease heights. 
Remark 4.2.6. Let M be a QTAG- module and N a submodule of 
M such that M/N is a direct sum of uniserial modules. If N is h-
distinctive then M is also a direct sum of uniserial modules. 
Now we consider the family At of QTAG- modules M which con-
tain nice submodules A^  C H^[M) free from the elements of infinite 
height, such that M/N is totally projective. 
In fact any module in Ak is an extension of a totally projective 
module H^{M) by a separable (a; + k)- projective module M/Hi^{M) 
or M is a u- elongation of a totally projective module by a separable 
(w + k)- module 
Theorem 4.2.7. A direct summand of a module in Ak is again in 
A. 
Proof . Let M G A such that M = T(BK mdN C H^\M) a nice 
submodule of M, N f] H^{M) = {} and M/N totally projective. We 
define 
Ml = T n {N e H^{M)) andM2 = Kn{NQH^{M)). 
Now by Lemma 4.2.2. M/{N + H^{M)) is a direct sum of uniserial 
modules, therefore 
T/M\ ^{T + {N® H^{M)))/{N © H,{M)) C M/{N © H,{M)), 
is also a direct sum of uniserial modules. Again H^{M) C M] © M2 C 
A^  © H\,{M), therefore Mi © M2 = H^{M) © (A^  n (Mi © M2)). 
Since 
H^{M) = H,{T)®H^{K), 
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Ml = H^{T) e [Ml n {H^{K) ®{Nn (Ml © M2)))]. 
Now the submodule Mi n {H^{K) © (A' n (Mi © Mo))) is contained 
in H^{M) and free from the elements of infinite height. Since H^{T) 
is a summand of the totally projective module H^{M), by applying 
Lemma 4.2.3, on T and Mi n ((A^ n (Mi 0 M2)) © H^{K)), T G A -
The isomorphic modules M in Ak can be identified by H^{M). 
Theorem 4.2.8. Let M, M' G A . Then M is isomorphic to M' if and 
only if there is a height preserving isomorphism / : H^{M) -> H^{M'). 
Proof . Consider the height preserving isomorphism / : H^[M) -^ 
H^[M'). Since M, M' G A , there are nice submodules N C if^(M) C 
M and A^ ' C H^\M') C M' such that NnH^{M) = 0, N'nH^{M') = 
0 and M/A ,^ M'/A^', are totally projective. By Lemma 4.2.2, M/{N® 
H^^{M)) and M'/{N'®H^{M')), are direct sums of uniserial modules. 
We put 
i^ = (A^  © H^{M)) n {r\N') © if,(M)) 
and consider the exact sequence 
0 ^ (A^  © H^{M))/K -> M/K -> M/(A^ © H^{M)) -> 0. 
Let X e N, y e H^{M) such that i/(x + y + K) > m.. Since y G /C, 
a; + y + A' = a; + i^ and H{x + K)>m, and there exists some z £ M 
such that d[(2+i^)i?/(a:+i^)i?] = m. Now there is some z' G {x+K)R 
such that 2' - re G K Therefore (2' - x) G ( /"HA^') © ^u;(M)) and for 
some v! G A '^, z" = x + f~\u') where Huifix) + u') = //M(-Z") > m. 
This imphes that the height of the coset f{x) + w' + (A '^ © H^[M')) 
is greater than equal to m in M7(A^ ' © H^{M')). The map / : ((A^ © 
H^[M))/K) -> M'/{N' © H^{M)) is a monomorphism which does 
not decrease heights, thus [N ®H^{M))/K is h- distinctive, and by 
Remark 4.2.6, M/K is a direct sum of uniserial modules. Similarly 
M'/K' is a direct sum of uniserial modules where 
K' = {f{N) © H^M')) n (A '^ © H^{M')). 
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Since / is height preserving isomorphism, it maps H^[K) onto H^{K'), 
where 
H\K) = (N (B H^{H\M))) n (f-\N') ® H^{H'iM))). 
Again if we put 
T = N n {f-\N') ® H^{H\M))), 
r = N' n {f{N) (B H^{H''{M'))), 
then K = T® H^{M), K' = T'® H^{M'). From Lemma 4.2.3, M/T 
and M'/r are totally projective. Now f{T)®H^{M') = T'®H^{M'), 
therefore / induces a height preserving isomorphism gi :T ^T'. 
The Ulm-invariants of H^{M) and H^^{M') are determined by the 
cardinality of the minimal generating sets of their socles and / is height 
preserving therefore these are equal for H^{M) and H^[M'). 
As these modules are totally projective, there is an isomorphism 
which is again height preserving. Now the isomorphisms gi^g2 help 
us to define an isomorphism (f) : K ^ K' where K, K' are nice in M 
and M' respectively. Since the submodules T and T' have elements of 
finite heights only and the modules H^j{M) and H^^{M') have elements 
of height > uj only, phi must be height preserving. 
Therefore by Lemma 4.2.4, the Ulm-invariants of K with respect 
to M can be determined the help of H^{M). As 
f[H\K)) = H\K'l UK, M) = UK', M') 
for all a and M ^ M'.[36,38] 
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Section-3 
4.3. Strong u- Elongations of Totally Projective QTAG-
Modules by (w + k)- Projective QTAG- Modules. 
In the last section we studied uj- elongations of a totally projec-
tive module by (w + k)- projective module where H^j{M) is totally 
projective and M/Ht^{M) is (a; + k)- projective. 
Here we study strong a;- elongations and separate a;- elongations. 
We start with the following: 
Definition 4.3.1. A QTAG- module M is a strong uj- elongation 
of a totally projective module by a (cu + k)- projective module when 
Htj{M) is totally projective and there is a submodule N C H^{M) 
such that M/{N + H^{M)) is a direct sum of uniserial modules. 
Definition 4.3.2. A QTAG- module M is a separate strong uj- elon-
gation of a totally projective module by a separable (a; + k)~ projec-
tive module if there is a submodule N C H^[M), with N n H^{M) = 
0, H^{M) is totally projective and M/{N 0 H^{M)) is a direct sum 
of uniserial modules 
Remark 4.3.3. For the separable modules M/{N + H^{M)) = 
{M/N)I{N + H^j{M))/N is a direct sum of uniserial modules, we 
have H^{M/N) = {H^^{M) + N)/N and these are separate strong u-
elongations. 
Now we prove some basic results: 
Proposition 4.3.4. A direct summand of a strong co- elongation of 
a totally projective module by a (a; + k)- projective module is again 
a strong UJ- elongation of a totally projective module by a (a; + A:)-
projective module. 
Proof . Let M = r ® /r and A^  C M such that A^  C H''{M) 
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and M/{N + H^_j{M)) is a direct sum of uniserial modules. We put 
Mi^Tn{N + H^{M)) to get 
T/Mi = [T + {N + H,{M))/{N + H^{M)) C M/{N + H^M)), 
which is a direct sum of uniserial modules. Since H^j{M) is totally 
projective and H^{M) = H^{T) © H^{K), H^{T) is also totally pro-
jective, Again 
Ml == T n (iV + H^{T) + H^{K)) = H^{T) + {Tn{N + H^{K))) 
thus 
H,{T n{N + H^{K))) C Hk{T) n H^{K) = 0 
as Hk{N) = 0. Consequently the result follows. 
Remark 4.3.5. Direct sums of strong u- elongations of a totally 
projective module by a {co + k)- projective module is a strong oj- elon-
gations of a totally projective module by (a; -h k)- projective module. 
We recall some results from previous work which are helpful in 
proving the next theorem: 
Result 1. A QTAG- module M is a S- module if and only if 
Soc(M) = Ufc<^ Mfc, Mk C Mfc+i and for every k G Z+, Mk n 
Hk{M) = Soc {HUM)). 
Result 2. Let A'' be a submodule of a QTAG- module M such that 
M/N is a direct sum of uniserial modules. Then M is a direct sum 
of uniserial modules if and only if A = l^kKu^k, Nk C Nk+i and 
Nk n Hk{M) = 0. Equivalents if Soc(A )^ = Uk<USk), Sk C 5^+1 and 
Sk n Hk{M) = 0 for every k e Z+. 
Theorem 4.3.6. A QTAG- module M which is a strong UJ- elonga-
tion of a totally projective module by a (a; + 1)- projective module, is 
a E- module if and only if M is a totally projective module. 
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Proof. Suppose M is a E- module. Since H^{M) is totally projective, 
in order to prove that M is totally projective, we have to show that 
M/H^,{M) is a direct sum of uniserial modules. By the structure of 
M, there exists a submodule N C Soc(M) such that M/{N-\-H^{M)) 
is a direct sum of uniserial modules. Also 
{M/H,{M))/iN + H,{M)/H,{M)) ^ M/{N + H^M)). 
Since M is a S- module, by Result 1., Soc(M) = Ufc<^ Mfc, Mk C 
Mfc+i and Mk n Hk{M) C H^{M) for every keZ+. As N C Soc(M) 
we may write N = Uk<ojNk, Nk = N H Mk, Nk C Nk+i and Nk n 
Hk{M) C H^{M). Therefore 
{N + H,{M))/H,{M) = Uk<.[{Nk + H^{M))/H^{M)] and 
[Nk + H,{M)/H^{M)] n HkiM/H^M)) 
= {Nk+H^{M))nHk{M)]/H^{M) = \H,{M)HNk^Hk[M))]lH,{M) 
= Zero. 
Now by Result 2., M/Huj{M) is a direct sum of uniserial modules, and 
the result follows. The converse is trivial. 
Corollary 4.3.7. A module M is summable and a strong cj- elon-
gation of a totally projective module by a (a; + 1)- projective module 
if and only if M is a totaUy projective module of length < w + 1. In 
other words M is a direct sum of countably generated modules. 
Proof. Every summable module M is a E- module and every to-
tally projective module of length a; + 1 is a direct sum of countably 
generated modules. Therefore M is summable. 
Now we may say that a QTAG- module M is a (a; +1)- projective 
E- module if and only if it is a direct sum of countably generated 
modules with lengths at most a; + 1. 
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Section-4 
4.4. Strong cj- Elongations of Summable Modules by (u}-\-k)-
Projective QTAG- Modules. 
In this section we extend the results of the previous section and 
prove that a special cu- elongation of a summable module by a (a; + fc)-
projective module is itself summable. 
We start with the following: 
Definition 4.4.1. The QTAG- module M is a strong to- elongation 
of a summable module by a (a; + k)- projective module if Hi^[M) 
is summable and M contains a submodule N C H^[M) such that 
M/{N+H^{M)) is a direct sum of uniserial modules. If NnHk{M) C 
H^{M), then M is called a bounded strong to- elongation of a sum-
mable module by a (w + k)- projective module. 
Definition 4.4.2. The module M is a separate strong oj- elongation 
of a summable module by a (a; + k)- projective module when H^{M) 
is summable and M contains a submodule N C H'^[M) such that 
A^  n H^{M) = 0 and M/{N 0 H^{M)) is a direct sum of uniserial 
modules. If A^  n Hk{M) = 0, then M is a bounded separate strong u-
elongation of a summable module by a (a; + k)- projective module. 
Remark 4.4.3. Each (bounded) strong uj- elongation is a (bounded) 
separate strong to- elongation if A^  is separable in M i.e. A^  has no 
element of infinite height in M. 
Remark 4.4.4. Every summable module is a S- module but the con-
verse is not true in general. In fact a QTAG- module M is summable 
if and only if M is a S- module and H^{M) is summable. In other 
words if Hi_^{M) is summable and MlH^[M) is a direct sum of unis-
erial modules, then M is summable. 
Proposition 4.4.5. A direct summand of a (bounded) (separate) 
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strong id- elongation of summable module by a (cu + k)- projective 
module is also summable. 
Proof. Let M = T e A' and A^  C M such that 
N C H\M), N n H^{M) = 0 and M/{N + H^{M)) 
is a direct sum of uniserial modules. If Mi = T fi (A'' + H(j{M)), then 
T/Mi ^ ( r + iV + H^{M))I{N + H^{M)) C MI{N + i /^M)), 
thus T/Mi is a direct sum of uniserial modules. Also Hi_j{M) — 
HUJ{T)(BH^^{K), H^[T) is summable being a summand of a summable 
module H^{M) 
Now 
Ml = T n (A^  + f/.(T) + H^{K)) = H,[T) + {Tn{N + H,{K))) 
where M2 = Tr\{N + H^{K)). Since the exponents of the elements of 
N are bounded by /c, //^(Ma) C Hk{T) n //^(K) = 0 as M2 C i/'=(r). 
Again A^  n /4,(M) = 0 and T n iT = 0, imply that 
//..(T) n M2 = //,(T) n (A^  + i / ^ m ) = 0. 
Since M2^Hk{T) = {N+H,{K))nHk{T) C {N + H^{K))nHk{M) 
= H^iK) + (AT n Hk{M)) C /f,(M) 
if ./vnHk{M) c H,{M), thus M2 nHk{T) c i:f^(M) n T = if,(r) 
and the result follows. 
Proposition 4.4.6. The direct sum of (bounded, separate) strong 
u)- elongations of summable QTAG- modules by (a; + k)- projective 
modules is a bounded separate strong u- elongation of a summable 
module by a (a; + k)- projective module. 
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Proof. Let M = (BjejMj where each Mj is a strong w- elonga-
tion of a summable QTAG- module by a (a; -t- k)- projective module. 
We consider some j & J such that there exists Nj C H^{Mj) and 
Mj/{Nj + Hi^{Mj)) is a direct sum of uniserial modules. Therefore 
either NjnH^{Mj) = 0 or NjOHkiMj) is contained in H^{Mj). Since 
each Huj{Mj) is summable, the direct sum Q)j^jHu;{Mj) = H^{M) is 
again summable. If SjejA^j = N, then A^  C H^'iM). Thus 
M/(iV + i:r,(M)) = ®,-ejM,/( ©,ej iV, + (©,ej^.(M,-))) 
implying that this quotient is a direct sum of uniserial modules. Now 
N n H^{M) = (©.ejiVj) n {q)jejH,{Mj)) = (Bjej{Nj n H,.{Mj)) = 0 
if /^j nH^{Mj) = 0 for every j and 
AT n Hk{M) = (©,ejiV,) n {(S)jejHk{Mj)) = ©,ej(iV,- n H,{Mj)) 
if i^ /j n Hk{Mj) C H^{Mj) for every j G J and the result follows. 
Remark 4.4.7. If each Mj is a bonded strong elongation of a sum-
mable module by a (a; + k)- projective module then M is a bounded 
strong elongation of a summable module by a {to + k)- projective mod-
ule 
Now we are able to prove the following: 
Theorem 4.4.8. Any bounded strong uj- elongation of a summable 
module by a {u!+k)- projective module is a summable QTAG- module. 
Proof. Let A^  be the submodule of M such that A^  C H^{M) and 
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M/{N+H^{M)) is a direct sum of uniserial modules and NnHk{M) C 
H^{M). Following Result 2. of section 3 we may express 
M/{N + H,{M)) = yjj<.[M,l{N + H,{M))], M, C M,-+i C M 
and Mj n Hj{M) C N + H^{M). for some A^  C i '^=(M) Therefore 
M = UMj and 
M_,- n H^{M) C (AT + //^(M)) n Hj{M) 
= ^ , (M) + (iV n /f,(M)) = H^{M) 
because N n H:j{M) C i/^(M) if j > k. Now by Result 1. of section 
3, M must be a E- module and M/Ht^{M) a direct sum of uniserial 
modules thus by Remark 4.4.4. M is summable. Moreover if each Mj 
is a separate strong a; - elongation hke definition 4.4,2 then M is also 
a separate strong uj- elongation of the same type. 
Section-5 
4.5. OL- Elongations of Totally Projective QTAG- Modules. 
To study a- elongations of totally projective modules we start with 
the following: 
Definition 4.5.1. A submodule N of a QTAG- module M is a- high 
submodule if N is maximal submodule of M such that Nr\Ha{M) = 0. 
Definition 4.5.2. A QTAG- module M is an a - E - module if some a-
high submodule of M is a direct sum of countably generated modules 
when a is a limit ordinal and some (a; + a - 1)- high submodule is a 
direct sum of countably generated modules if a is isolated. 
Remark 4.5.3. 1 - E- modules and co-T,- modules are precisely the 
E- modules. 
Definition 4.5.4. A QTAG- module M is said to be a separate strong 
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a- elongation of a totally projective module by a totally projective 
module for some ordinal a if Ha{M) is totally projective and there 
exists a submodule N CM such that N is nice in M, NnHa{M) = 0 
and M/{N © Ha{M)) is totally projective. 
Equivalently if Ha{M) is totally projective and N is nice in M, 
N n Ha{M) = 0 and M/N is totally projective because 
M/{N © Ha{M)) ^ {M/N)/{N © H^{M))/N = {M/N)/H,{M/N) 
and 
Ha{M/N) = {Ha{M) © N)/N ^ H,{M) 
are totally projective if and only if MjN is totally projective. 
We need the following lemmas: 
Lemma 4,5.5. LetA^ C M be a nice submodule and a an ordinal. 
Then A^  + Ha{M) is a nice submodule of M. 
Proof. In order to prove that N + Ha{M) is nice in M, we have to 
prove that for each limit ordinal a, 
np<aiN + Ha{M) + Hp{M)) = TV + H,{M) + H,{M). 
If Q: > cr, then 
np<a{N + Ha{M) + Hp{M)) = Dp^aiN + Hp{M)) = iV + H,{M) 
= N-h Ha{M) + H,{M) 
and the result follows. 
If a < a, then np<a{N + Ha{M) + Hp{M)) = 
np<a<a{N + ifa(M) + Hp{M)) n (na<,<.(iV + if,(M) + Hp{M))) 
= ^p<a<a{N + Hp{M)) n (n,<p<,(iv + /^.(M))) 
= (na<.(.v + /f„(M)))n(iV + //«(M)) 
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= {N + H,{M)) n {N ^ Ha{M)) 
= N + Ha{M) = TV + Ha{M) + H^M). 
Thus TV + Ha{M) is nice in M. 
Definition 4.5.6. A submodule N C M is h- finite submodule of M 
if the heights of elements of TV in M are finite. 
Lemma 4.5.7. Let T C M be a h- finite submodule and a an ordinal. 
Then {T + H^{M))/Ha{M) is a h- finite submodule of M/H^{M). 
Proof. Let X e T such that x ^ Ha{M). Now H{x) < a and we 
suppose that H{x) = (3 that is, x e H0(M) but x ^ Hp+i. Thus 
X + HaiM) e Hp{M)/H^iM) = Hp{M/H^{M)), and 2; + i7^(M) ^ 
H0+i{M/Ha{M)), where /? + 1 < a, other wise there is an element 
y e H0+i[M) with x~y e Ha{M}. Therefore x G Hp+i{M) which is 
a contradiction and {T + Ha{M))/Ha{M) is /i- finite in M/Ha{M). 
Remark 4.5.8. Let A/" be a nice submodule of M with countable 
length such that M/N is a direct sum of countably generated mod-
ules. Then M is a direct sum of countably generated modules if and 
only if A = \Jk<LoNk , NK Q Nk+i C N and Nj^s are h- finite for every 
k. 
Theorem 4.5.9. Let M be an o; - E- module which is a separate 
strong a- elongation of a totally projective module by a totally pro-
jective module, then M is a totally projective module. Here a is a 
countable ordinal 
Proof. Let A^  be a nice submodule of M such that N D Ha{M) = 0 
and Ha{M) is totally projective. Then M/{N © Ha{M)) is totally 
projective. We may assume that a is a limit ordinal. 
Since the heights of nonzero elements of A^  in M, are less than 
a, N C Ta for some a- high submodule Ta Q M. Now T^ is a 
direct sum of countably generated modules, therefore we may write 
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Ta = Uj^u>Tj, Tj C Tj+i C Ta where T/s are h- finite in TQ,. Since 
TQ, is isotype in M, T/s are /i- finite in M too. 
Therefore(iV © H,,{M))/H,{M) = U,<4^((r,- + H,{M))/H,{M)) n 
{{N(^H,,{M))/Ha{M))]. Now by Lemma 4.5.7. {Tj+Ha{M))/Ha{M) 
are /i- finite in M/Ha{M). Again 
M/(iV © iy,(M)) ^ {M/H^{M))/[N © Ha{M))/Ha{M)] 
is totally projective module of countable length, hence a direct sum 
of countably generated modules. Now by Lemma 4.5.5 and [32] {N (B 
Ha{M)) is nice in M, thus {N® Ha{M))/Ha{M) is nice in M/Hc{M) 
and by R.emark 4.5.8 M/Ha{M) is totally projective. 
Therefore M/Ha{M) is a direct sum of countably generated modules 
and M is totally projective [36]. 
We end this chapter by the following remark by putting a = to. 
Remark 4.5.10. If M is a S- module which is a separate strong 
to- elongation of a totally projective module by a totally projective 
module, then M is totally projective. 
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